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The Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area extends fTOIll Ihe tip of Cape York to just north of Fraser
Island, and (rom the low water mark on the Queensland coast to beyond the edge of the continental shelf.
The ''''orId Heritage Area is 348 700 square kilometres in area and includes the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park (93% of the ''''orld Heritage Area), QueensJ;md walers not in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
(2%). and islands (5%). It is important to note tim! not all the World Heritage Area is in the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park. In some places the coastal boundary of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is five
nautical miles from the low water mark.
As specified in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act, the Authority is responsible for the care and
development of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. This year, the Authority and other relevant
Commonwealth Government agencies signed an. agreement formalising the Authority's position as the
lead agency for Great Bnrrier Reef World Heritage Area isslIcs.
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Report from the
Chairperson
When the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
was established in 1975, the Reef was an area known
to be of great natural beauty, scientific wondel~ and
remoteness, accessible to only a relative few.
Although the Great Barrier Reef was well known
through the media by the 1970s, the level of use of
the Reef and the adjacent coastal area over the last
two decades has increased dramatically. This is
evident in the rapid expansion of international
tourism, increasing coastal residential populations,
and a technologically based fishing industry, as well
as major agricultural and grazing industries.
The Reef is on the literal and littoral edge of the
continent. Major impacts come from the landward
side, and it is affected by the vast hemispheric
circulation of oceans and weather on its other
margins.
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is a province, not
a national park. It extends along 2000 kilometres of
the Queensland coastline, contains some 2900
individual reefs and 900 islands. It occupies some
350 000 square kilometres, an area larger than
Victoria and Tasmania combined. It supports a
tourist industry worth around $1 billion per annum
and a commercial fishing industry earning some
$250 million. A valuable recreational boating and
fishing industry operates within the same region. On
the land adjoining the region a major grazing
industry occupies many of the catchments, while the
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cane growing industry produces Australia's second largest export crop. Relatively
smalllll'ban areas are spaced along the coast, but these are amongst the fastest
growing in the country.
As the pressure of use and the volume of users increase, there is a need to unpack the
multiple dimensions of the stated goal of the Authority.
This goal is 'to provide for the protection, wise use, understanding and enjoyment of
the Great Barrier Reef in perpetuity through the care and development of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park'.
This excellent statement can, howevel~ allow an interpretation that each component is
equal, and that protection is one amongst a range of opportunities. It is clear that the
conservation of the Great Barrier Reef is the Authority's primary obligation, and all
other activities are dependent on this over-riding responsibility. If ever there is an
opportunity to convert the phrase 'sustainable use' from a slogan into practice, it
should be through the management regime of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area.
When the Great Barrier Reef was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1981, the
listing was really seen to be an award, something to be worn with pride but which
would not change the management regime already in place for the Area. The
attributes for which the Area was listed were very general and the work that the
Marine Park Authority was doing was recognised in the nomination documents and
legislation as protecting those attributes. Multiple use, encompassing both notions of
environmental protection and permitting environmentally sustainable use, was not
only acceptable to the community of the day but was seen to provide a management
model for other marine protected areas throughout the world. The Authority has a
reputation for excellence. Whilst this reputation for excellence still stands, the
application of the multiple-use management model within the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area requires great attention to ensure the proper conservation of the
natural systems.
Human use has created a number of critical issues which require the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority to develop policies and operational approaches to ensure
the conservation of the natural systems into the next century.
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority is an integrated resource manager. It
has a quite unusual status, in that in its creation and in its legislation it has been
given wide powers, but powers that can be exercised only within complex
jurisdictional alTangements. As well, coercive authority is best used rarely. The lesson
of the Great Barrier Reef is that individual commitment and stakeholder partnerships
are the only effective guarantees. Without this dedication the Great Barrier Reef can
die a death of a thousand small decisions. The Great Barrier Reef is still the world's
largest and healthiest coral reef system. Australians fortunately accord it icon status;
any suggested injury to the Reef immediately becomes national news.
It will take continued hard work to remind the national community that Australia
has stewardship of a unique natural wonder and a highly diverse system, and it will
require constant vigilance to ensure that this awesome work of nature is available for
future generations.
Meeting these ideals can only be described as challenging. In our next corporate plan
the critical issues that the Authority must be involved in are identified and strategic
directions mapped out. In all cases they will need the closest interaction with
stakeholders. Also, proposed developments, activities or policies frequently develop
passionate and polarised responses. Genuine and firmly held views require great care
in mediation. Often enough it is the staff of the Authority who find themselves in the
position of standing under a deluge of opinion. It is a vast credit to the staff of the
Authority that they conduct themselves with consistent professionalism in the face of
so many fiercely debated issues. J am grateful to them.
Ian McPhail
Chairperson
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The Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority
Tile Great Barrier Reef
Marine Parle Autlioritlj
is tile prillcipal adviser to tile
COllllllollwealtl, Governmellt
all tile care alld developmellt
of tile Great Barrier Reef
Marille Park. Tile Alltllority
was establislled IIllder tile
Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Act 1975 as a
COllIlIlDllwealtll statlltory
alltllority.
On 10 March 1996, Senator the Han. Robert Hill
became the Minister for the Environment, with
portfolio responsibilities for the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority. Prior to this, Senator the Han.
John Faulkner was the Commonwealth Minister.
Specific functions of the Authority are defined in
sections 7 and 7A of the Act. These include that the
Authority perform its functions '... in accordance with
any general directions given by the Minister not
inconsistent with this Act'. No such directions were
given to the Authority during the year.
Goal and Aims
The Authority's goal is to provide for the protection,
wise use, understanding and enjoyment of the Great
Barrier Reef in perpetuity through the care and
development of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
The Authority's goal is inclusive, encompassing a
wide range of opportunities. Howevel~ the Authority
holds that conservation of the Great Barrier Reef is its
primary obligation, and all other activities are
dependent on this over-riding responsibility.
The Authority's aims are subordinate to the primary
goal and must be read in conjunction with it and with
each other.
• To protect the natural qualities of the Great
Barrier Reef, while providing for reasonable use
of the Reef Region.
• To involve the community meaningfully in the
care and development of the Marine Park.
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
To achieve competence and fairness in the care and development of the Marine
Park through the conduct of research, and the deliberate acquisition, use and
dissemination of relevant information from research and other sources.
To provide for economic development consistent with meeting the goal and
other aims of the Authority.
To achieve integrated management of the Great Barrier Reef through active
leadership and through constantly seeking improvements in coordinated
Inanagement.
To achieve management of the Marine Park primarily through the community's
commitment to the protection of the Great Barrier Reef and its understanding
and acceptance of the provisions of zoning, regulations and management
practices.
To provide recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander traditional
affiliations and rights in management of the Marine Park.
To minimise costs of caring for and developing the Marine Park consistent with
meeting the goal and other aims of the Authority.
To minimise regulation of, and interference in, human activities, consistent with
meeting the goal and other aims of the Authority.
To achieve its goal and other aims by employing people of high calibre, assisting
them to reach their full potential, providing a rewarding, useful and caring work
environment, and encouraging them to pursue relevant training and
development opportunities.
To make the Authority's expertise available nationally and internationally.
To adapt actively the Marine Park and the operations of the Authority to
changing circumstances.
Membership of the Authority
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority consists of a full-time Chairperson and
three part-time members. One of the part-time members is nominated by the
Queensland Government. The Act provides for one of the part-time members to be
appointed to represent the interests of the Aboriginal communities adjacent to the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
As at 30 June 1996, the members of the Authority were 01' Ian McPhail and Professor
Rhondda Jones. The position of member nominated by Queensland was vacant
following the resignation of Dr Craig Emerson on 16 November 1995. As at 30 June
1996, no member had been appointed to represent the interests of Aboriginal
COll1111Unities.
Dr Ian McPhail is full-time Chairperson and Chief Executive Officer of the Authority.
01' McPhail was appointed for a five-year term commencing on 20 December 1994.
Professor Rhondda Jones is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Science and Engineering) at
James Cook University of North Queensland. Professor Jones' third three-year term
commenced 27 February 1995. Dr Craig Emerson, fanner Director-General of the
then Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage was appointed as part-
time member for three years commencing 7 December 1994. 01' Emerson resigned as
member of the Authority on 16 November 1995, after his association with that
Department had ceased.
During 1995-96 the Authority held five meetings.
Date Location
24 August 1995 Rockhampton
27 September 1995 Townsville
19 October 1995 Cairns
14-15 December 1995 Townsville and Sydney
29 March 1996 Townsville
Persons appointed to act as Chairperson or member during the year are listed in
note 23 on 'Related Parties' in the Financial Statements.
Rigllt: Professor RllOllrlrla jOlles,
IlIelllber (left), Dr /all MePlmil,
Clla;rpersoll (eelllre) alld Mr TOIII
Tolllllrsl, Aetillg Oireelor-Gelleral
of Ille Qlleellslalld Oeparllllellt of
Ellv;rolllllelli (rigllt) 10110 lias
aI/elided sOllie lIIeetillgs of tile
Alltllorily
Be/ow: Dr Craig Elllersoll,
lIIelllber to 16 Novelllber 1995~
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Offices of the Authority
The Authority has its principal office in Townsville and a small office in Canberra. The
location of the two offices enables the Authority to have its technical resources close to
the Reef and also to carry out necessary liaison functions in Canberra.
The Townsville office, which includes the Great Barrier Reef Aquarium, had 152 (141
full-time equivalent) staff at 30 June 1996. There were 8 (8 HE) staff working from the
Canberra office at 30 June 1996.
Executive Group
The Executive Group of the Authority assists and advises the Chairperson in carrying
out the functions of the Authority and provides a forum for discussing and
coordinating programs, recommending priorities and direction, and reviewing
program performance. The Executive Group consists of the Chairperson; the
Executive Officer; the Senior Directors of External Services, Planning and
Environmental Management, and Education, Aquarium and Administration; and the
Director of Administration. Following the appointment of Dr Wendy Craik, the
previous Executive Officer, as Executive Director of the National Farmers' Federation,
the position of Executive Officer was filled, on a rotational basis, by the Senior
Directors of Planning and Environmental Management; and Education, Aquarium
and Administration.
Executive and Secretariat
The Executive Officer is Secretary to the Marine Park Authority. The staff of the
Executive and the Secretariat provide executive support for the Chairperson and the
Executive Office,; and secretariats for the Authority, the Executive Group and the
Great Barrier Reef Consultative Committee. Executive and Secretariat staff facilitate
communication between other staff and these committees.
The Authority has no subsidiaries. However; certain functions are carried out in
conjunction with other State and Commonwealth organisations including the
Queensland Department of EnvirOlU11ent, which has the responsibility for day-to-day
management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park subject to the Authority. Certain
powers of the Authority have been delegated to positions in other organisations.
Great Barrier Reef Ministerial Council •
I
Figllre 1. Opemliollal sll'l,clllre
and re/evnnl se/lior mmwgemclIf
al Jlllle 1996
Canberra Office•SecretariatResearch and Monitoring
Mr Richard
Kenchlngton
The Authority
Full-tlrnc Chairperson (and Chief Executive Officer) - Dr Ian McPhail
Part-time member - Professor Rhondda Jones
•
•...-----.....---....-Chairperson --"T-----".External Planning and Dr Ian McPhail
Services Environmental I Education and
Management Executive Officer Aquarium
Ms P,ue Keen Vaunt Ms DIanne Brien
•Administration
Subsidiaries
The Great Barrier Reef Ministerial Council was established in 1979 to coordinate
policy on the Reef between the Commonwealth and Queensland Governments at
Ministerial level. The Council comprises four Ministers, two from each government.
Prior to the change during the year of both the Federal and Queensland Governments,
the Commonwealth was represented by Senator the Hon. John Faulkner; Minister for
the Environment, Sport and Territories (and convenor of the Ministerial Council) and
the Hon. Michael Lee, MP, Minister for Tourism. Queensland was represented by the
Hon. Tom Barton, MLA, Minister for Environment and Heritage and the Hon. Bob
Gibbs, MLA, Minister for Primary Industries. The Council met on 15 December 1995
to discuss a number of intergovernmental issues relating to management of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park including managing tourism, charges for small boat
recreation and changes to Marine Park boundaries.
Great Barrier Reef Consultative Committee
The Great Barrier Reef Consultative Committee, established by the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Act, is an independent advisory body for both the Minister and the
Authority. Functions, membership and business activities of the Consultative
Committee are set out in appendix A.
I
Commonwealth
Government
Commonwealth
Minister
Ministerial Council
-
I
Queensland Government
Great Barrier Reef
Consultative Committee ........
Great BaLer Reef~
____ Marine Park
Authority
........
Institutions
General Public
Aboriginals and
Torres Strait
Islanders
User/Interest
Groups
Industry
Figllre 2. Exlel'llal relaliollships
State of the
Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area
r~ 'State of tlte
ellvi1'Ol1mellt' reportillg is
illcreasingly beillg seen as all
illiportallt part of
ellvirolllllell to I 1110lIagemell t
alld is cOlldncted at the
nationalleve! as lUell as by
several states, Althollgh
there have beell a lllllllber of
10llg-standillg and qllite
comprehellsive mOllitorillg
alld assessmellt programs all
the Great Barrier Reef, the
resliits of mOllY of these
prograills have lIever beell
sllllllllOrised ill a
mallageillent context, alld no
overall Sllillmary of all of
these programs has ever beell
attempted,
In November] 995, a technical workshop was held in
order to gather information from a variety of
researchers and managers on the state of the Great
Barrier Reef, The proceedings of this workshop will
be published in late] 996, A 'State of the Great Barrier
Reef World Heritage Area Report' which incorporates
these findings will be published by the Authority in
early ]997, This full report will provide managers,
policy makers and Reef users with an informative
and readable summary of the state of the Reef, an
indication of any long-term trends, and an analysis of
possible management implications,
Presentations by researchers and managers at the
technical workshop demonstrated that we have
begun to accumulate important data on status and
trends for a variety of attributes of the Great Barrier
Reef World Heritage Area, However, our need for
further detailed and long-term information on all
aspects of the Reef was also a recurrent theme,
Summary of the State of the
Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area Report
The situation looks generally positive for plants and
animals associated with reefs, Several of the
presentations indicated that while fish and coral
populations can fluctuate substantially from year to
year, there are no indications of any large-scale
degradation as a result of human activity, In several
cases, it was acknowledged that there are a number
of important pressures on the reefs which will need to be monitored on an ongoing
basis. In particulal~ reef-fish stocks as well as nutrients and sedimentation and their
potential effects on corals and algae require continued vigilance.
Inter-reefal areas (especially the inner lagoon area) are subject to quite heavy pressure
from commercial trawling activities. It was agreed that in areas where heavy trawling
persists there is likely to be a continued decline in the plants and animals.
Of all the groups examined at the workshop, soft-bottom communities and algae are
probably the least studied and so it was difficult to make any firm comments on
status or trends for this group. In general only fish and corals are being monitored in
a COlnprehensive 111anner.
The workshop reported that the status of some of the large animals associated with
the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area, especially dugongs and some species of
sea turtle, is a matter of concern. Dugong numbers in the southern Great Barrier Reef
are declining, while several turtle species are subject to pressures which, although no
trends have been demonstrated so far, are considered to be unsustainable.
A number of fish, prawn and other crustacean stocks have been examined. In most
cases, fish stocks appear to be in stable conditions, but in some cases there appears to
be an indication of small declines in stocks. If these declines are a result of over-
harvesting rather than natural fluctuations, then this could be rectified through
modified management measures. It was stressed there were many challenges facing
managers in the coming years. In particular there is a need for effective coordination
of management effort between the various agencies involved in fisheries within the
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area.
Use Trends
Tourism is the major commercial use of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area.
Very little is known about long-term trends in the level and type of use of the World
Heritage Area. Most use is concentrated in the Cairns and Whitsunday regions.
About 65% of all tourism use is located on only 15 reefs. Logbook statistics collected
in association with the Environmental Management Charge will provide much
needed information in the future. There is the potential for a substantial increase in
the level of use in the near future as a result of changes in transport technology and
realisation of latent permitted use. Economically, tourism is by far the largest
industry in the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area. Per annum, tourism is
estimated to be worth four times that of commercial fisheries. Further information is
urgently required on levels of recreational and indigenous use.
Implications for Management
While Australia is regarded as a world leader in the management of large marine
protected areas, and has implemented innovative procedures and mechanisms, there
is a continuing obligation to find even more effective ways to monitor and manage
this enormous region. A more integrated and consistent Reef-wide approach to
zoning the entire Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is being adopted. The Authority
must plan for and manage increases in tourism and coastal development and
maintain traditional day-to-day management activities such as surveillance and
enforcement in order to meet the major challenges.
Authority Performance
--~_-----..IIOverview
Description
The Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Allthority was
established over 20 years ago
to protect the olltstanding
natllrnl beallty and
important ecological and
cllltllrni featllres of the Great
Barrier Reef. Dllring the
past two decades, the work
of the Allthority, as tile lead
agency in managing the
Marine Park and the Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area, has become
increasingly complex. The
Allthority's approach to
lllanaging the Marine Park
has dlanged over time in
response to increased lise of
the Reef and improved
IInderstanding of the
ecological, wltllrnl and
social impacts of that lise.
The Authority's work program is based on
government priorities and a number of legislative
and strategic documents, including the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Act, the Authority's goal and aims,
the 25 Year Strategic Plan for the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area and the Authority's Corporate
Plan.
The Great Barrier Reef is facing major pressures from
a large and growing Reef-based tourism industry;
commercial and recreational fishing; shipping;
rapidly growing coastal urban areas; continued
demand for integrated coastal and island-based
tourist developments; and the downstream effects of
land use from some of Australia's important
agricultural and pastoral industries. The cumulative
impacts of these trends on the Reef ecosystems
underline the continued requirement for positive and
constructive management.
Increasing focus on the importance of world heritage
values has broadened the Authority's role and
responsibilities. In addition, there is now
substantially greater public involvement in the Reef's
management, as well as increased expectation by
government for agencies such as the Authority to
meet their objectives within limited budgets.
An obligation of increasing importance to the
Authority is to incorporate Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander awareness of their cultural heritage
into Reef management. In addition to the potential
environmental impacts of use, the Authority has a
growing commitment to the consideration of social and economic aspects of use in
Marine Park decision making.
Strategic Direction
To ensure that the natural and cultural values of the Marine Park and World Heritage
Area are adequately maintained the Authority's primary obligation is, and will
remain, conservation. In recent times there has been a strong demand from some
sectors of the community for world heritage values for the Area to be clarified and for
the Authority's planning procedures to be examined to ensure that management
practices protect the identified values.
In January 1996, the 'Inter-agency Co-operative Arrangements for the Management of
the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Property' was signed by the Commonwealth
agencies involved in management of the World Heritage Area. The document
formalised the Authority's position as the lead agency for Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage issues.
The zoning process developed by the Authority to manage activities in the Marine
Park has a strong reputation and is now used as a basis for planning marine
protected areas in a number of locations worldwide. In the past, the Authority has
relied on zoning plans and individual permits as its major tools in managing the
Marine Park. This approach of developing and then reviewing each of the four
Marine Park Section zoning plans was essential in the establishment phase of the
Marine Park but it is now constraining the Authority's ability to deal with Reef-wide
issues in a more timely and strategic manner.
To meet new management challenges, the Authority is developing a more strategic,
issues-based approach to Reef management. This critical issues approach will allow
the needs of Marine Park management to be addressed through a range of more
responsive planning and management tools, and a correspondingly more efficient
permits system. Integral to this new approach is the development of Reef-wide
policies and zoning provisions.
Achievements
Significant achievements of the Authority for 1995-96 included:
• review of the Authority's Marine Park planning processes, based on a critical
issues rather than a functional tools approach
• increased involvement of the community in Marine Park management issues
through Regional Marine Resources Advisory Committees
• a successful change to issues-based corporate planning
• development of the first stage of the 'State of the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area Report'
• development of an inter-agency agreement giving the Authority lead
responsibility for consideration of proposals and activities with potential to
impact on the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area
• marked decrease in time taken by the Authority to process Marine Park permits
• development of the Marine Park tourism operator training manual and courses
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• completion by External Services of the Tropical Marine Ecosystem Project
(TROMES) and extension of training programs with Egypt, Kenya and Mauritius
• early detection, through focused research programs, of a possible large-scale
crown-of-thorns starfish outbreak in the Cairns Section of the Marine Park
• effective links with the CRC Reef Research Centre and other reef-related
organisations
• Aboriginal Community Rangers appointed as inspectors under Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park legislation for the first time
• development of a new logo and corporate identity for the Authority
• celebrations marking the twentieth anniversary of the Marine Park and the
Authority.
Performance Analysis
Management of the Marine Park and World Heritage Area
During 1995-96, the Authority undertook a major corporate planning exercise to
clarify and consolidate a number of issues which are considered critical for the
wellbeing of the Marine Park and the World Heritage Area. The current status of the
management of these critical issues is summarised below.
World heritage status
The role and responsibilities of the Authority in relation to management of the World
Heritage Area have recently been extended to management of areas outside the
Marine Park, but inside or adjacent to the World Heritage Area, for example some
coastal strips.
In the past year, an independent consultancy has prepared a draft report for the
Authority identifying and clarifying the world heritage values of the Reef. The report
will also recommend ways in which the Authority and other stakeholders can better
consider world heritage values in decision making and management of the Great
Barrier Reef.
Conservation
Conservation of the natural values of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is the
Authority's primary obligation. Consequently, most of the Authority's programs focus
on measures to ensure use of the Marine Park is ecologically sustainable. In addition
to use-oriented planning, the Authority's conservation program has focused on the
development of strategies to address the decline in dugong populations in the
southern Great Barrier Reef and the establishment of a program to review the
adequacy of the existing system of highly protected representative areas.
Tourism and recreation
Tourism is the main commercial use of the Marine Park, valued at over one billion
dollars to the Australian economy each year and bringing over 1.5 million visitors
into the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area. In the past year, a draft Tourism Use
Management Program has been developed, which coordinates and integrates existing
planning, policy, education, research and public participation processes.
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Above: A typical reef scelle
SllOWillg plate alllf brallchillg
corals. COllservatioll of the Creat
Barrier Reef is the Allthority's
prill/ary obligatioll.
Outcomes of the new approach will include improved liaison with the Marine Park
tourism industry, more effective and efficient management of the impacts of tourism
use and a reduction in impacts on the natural and aesthetic values of the Reef.
Another important outcome is to ensure the maintenance of both a diverse range of
opportunities for visitors to experience and a range of settings for tourism use from
intensively used areas to the infrequently used areas.
Fishing
The Authority, in collaboration with fisheries management agencies, is working to
gain a better understanding of fishing activities and their impacts on the Reef to
ensure ecologically sustainable fishing and the protection of critical habitats and rare
and endangered species, consistent with world heritage obligations.
The Authority's Effects of Fishing Program focuses on the impacts of three fisheries:
the commercial prawn trawl; the commercial and recreational Reef fishery; and the
inshore commercial gill net fishery. Strategies being used to address the impacts of
fishing include research into the effects of fishing, monitoring fishing catch and effort,
identifying major or critical habitats and actively supporting improved technology to
reduce fishing by-catch. The Authority is involved in the development of fisheries
management plans and policies, ensuring that Marine Park and fisheries
management are complementary. Improved education and surveillance mechanisms
aim to increase compliance with Marine Park zoning.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander interests
All major Marine Park planning exercises have developed processes for invol vement
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. During the past year, seven Native
and
Planning
Environmental
Management
I
i~ Overview
Over tile past year, tile
Plarllling nlllt
Envirolllnental Managell/ent
branch ilas been
restrnctllred. Tile
restructllring ilas fllrther
flattened the reporting lines
and given section and nnit
II/anagers fnll responsibility
for tileir arens. A new section
Ilns also been added witil
responsibility for
coordinating Marine Park
/lin nagell/ent policy.
The branch includes the following eight sections
and units reporting directly to the Senior Director:
• Planning
• Park Management Policy
• Day-to-day Management Liaison
• Indigenous Cultural Liaison
• Impact Assessment
• Marine Use Management
• Information Technology Services
• Legal Services.
Branch Performance Overview
A major branch task during the year was an
examination of the existing strategic policy
framework for park management. This review was
strongly based upon the framework of the 25 Yea I'
Strategic Plan for the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area and previous corporate plans. It has
resulted in priorities being set for implementation
of issues outlined in the Strategic Plan and
provided broad direction for corporate planning.
Two outcomes of the policy review will
significantly impact on branch operations. Firstly,
actions necessary to address the critical issues
recognised in relation to the management of the
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area will require some re-focusing of the
Authority's current work program.
Secondly, the need for a new planning approach was recognised in order to manage
activities in the high-use areas of Cairns and Whitsunday. In these two areas, rapid
growth in tourism and recreation use has now reached a level at which their impacts
on the reefs and on other uses must be intensively managed. New plans for these
areas will define limits to visitation on a site-by-site basis and set strategic direction
for use of these areas into the future.
I. I'..~
Above: Reef-lmserl tourism at Low
Isles ill tile Coil'lls Sectioll of tile
Mnl'illC Park
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Planning and
Park Management
Policy
Description
The Piallning section
develops and reviews zoning
and management plans and
other related 1II00lOgemellt
strategies. This work is
carried alit ill close
consllitation with the
recently created Park
Management Policy sectioll,
which IIl1dertakes
development and review of
policy on Marille Park
mallagemellt. As well as
managing specific policy
projects, the Park
Mallagemellt Policy sectioll
cllrrelltly provides corporate
plallllillg services.
Greater emphasis on world heritage values and
pressures to deal more explicitly with their
implications within and outside the Marine Park
have created a need for clarification of these values
for the Great Barrier Reef. An associated need is the
refinement of the mechanisms for joint policy
development for the World Heritage Area with the
Queensland Department of Environment. The
Native Title legislation and associated negotiations
may further influence the shape of policy and
planning programs.
Strategic Direction
The objectives of the Planning section are to
develop plans that are necessary to maintain the
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area in its
natural state; protect the cultural and heritage
qualities of the World Heritage Area; recognise and
accommodate the special relationships of
indigenous peoples to the World Heritage Area;
and make provision for ecologically sustainable
lise.
To achieve these objectives, a new strategic
approach to planning has been adopted. The focus
has been shifted from reviewing zoning plans on a
Section by Section basis to developing plans which
address the critical issues on a Park-wide basis
using the full range of planning tools available.
Increased emphasis has been placed on
management planning for high-use areas or
particularly sensitive locations.
The full scope of activities to be undertaken by the newly formed Park Management
Policy section is still being formulated. Staff are currently focused on determination
of key policy issues and priorities, and coordination and support for development of
park management policy throughout the Authority.
Achievements
Significant achievements in Planning for 1995-96 included:
• more effective interaction with indigenous groups in the process of reviewing
the zoning plan and in developing management plans in the Far Northern
Section
• assessment of marine wilderness values for the Marine Park
• establishment of a program for review of the adequacy of representation of
ecological communities in the current system of highly protected areas
• drafting of plans for the intensively used Cairns and Whitsunday areas
• the first phase of a public participation program on the draft dugong
recovery plan for Shoalwater Bay
• a declaration report to the Minister for incorporation of the Shoalwater Bay
area into the Marine Park
• the first round of public consultation to amend zoning plans to allow for the
Effects of Line Fishing Experiment.
Significant achievements in Park Management Policy for 1995-96 included:
• coordination of the development of the new issues-based Corporate Plan
• progress in the review of previous decisions of the Authority relating to
Marine Park management policy
• significant progress in development of Reef-wide policy for site allocation
and management of moorings.
Performance Analysis
Performance in both sections was measured in terms of products completed in a
timely fashion. Five plans were under development by the Planning section. The
initial public consultation was completed and drafting has commenced for dugong
management and the high-use Whitsunday and Cairns areas management plans.
Moratoriums on the grant of permits for moorings and some types of tourism
programs were introduced. These moratoriums were introduced so that the planning
process would not be compromised. Planning approaches, such as the zoning
amendments for line fishing research, have been modified to support the new issues-
based management focus.
The Park Management Policy section produced the draft Corporate Plan for
1996-2000 and undertook specific projects such as developing draft policy on site
allocation and moorings.
The work in progress by the Park Management Policy section to put policy in place
pro-actively rather than reactively will improve organisational effectiveness. The
review of existing Marine Park management policy and previous Authority decisions
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Rigllt: While/mvell Bench,
Whilslllldoy Is/mid, dllrillg
Roce Week
Jligllt below: HiIlllllel,
Whilslllldoy Islolld-lIlliqlle
cOllservnf;ol1 ami cHllumf valfles
The II/ollogell/ellt ploll for Ihe
Whilslllldoy oreo will ill/plell/elll
differelll lise se/tillgs, I'OlIgillg froll/
sites which enll slts/aill illtcnsive
use fo sites where access will be
slrictly lill/ited 10 prolecl IIl1iqlle
cOllservatioJl anrl/or cllfturnl
vollies.
will make these decisions readily available and interpreted. Future policy will be
developed in a consistent framework which will allow staff to work more efficiently
within agreed policy guidelines and provide stakeholders with a more accessible and
transparent policy framework. Furthel~ clarification of Marine Park management
policy will assist delegates to reach timely decisions, and the section will also
facilitate policy approval processes.
Increased efficiency of the Planning section can be seen through its current program
aimed at developing five plans with only a small increase in the level of resources
that were previously used to undertake h·vo similar exercises. This achieveillent has
been assisted by a greater ability to access, analyse and present information through
a more efficient information system. This computerised system was networked
within the Authority and provided data which effectively supported planning
processes. Better information exchange with the Research and Monitoring section and
the CRC Reef Research Centre has resulted in databases that are more useful.
Improvement in planning was also facilitated by better consultation with key
stakeholder groups including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander groups, the
tourism industry and conservation groups. In particular, the use of Regional Marine
Resources Advisory Committees to run community workshops was extremely
effective.
The Planning section was funded from the corporate budget, the CRC Reef Research
Centre and through collaborative work with the Australian Heritage Commission,
the Queensland Fisheries Management Authority and the Queensland Department of
Environment. The Park Management Policy section was funded from the corporate
budget, the Environmental Management Charge and by the CRC Reef Research
Centre.
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Day-to-day Management
liaison and Indigenous
I.--_~~CulturalLiaison
Description
The Day-to-day
Mallagell/ent Liaison IInit is
the principa/lillk betweell
the Allthority alld the
Qlleells/and Departll/ellt of
Environll/ent's Marine
Parks sectioll which carries
a/till/allY of the AlltllOrity's
day-to-day IIlanagell/elit
prograll/s. A/so inclllded ill
this IIllit is the Shippillg and
Maritill/e Polllltion Respolise
prograll/ which coordillates
activities cOllcel'lling
preventio/I, IIlaliagell/elit and
research of polllltioll frolll
shippillg and ports.
The IlIdigCllolIS CII/tllral
Liaisoll /Illit aililS to IllOre
effectively deal with the
deve/opillg relatiollship
between the Allthority alld
illdigCIIOIIS peoples in and
adjacellt to tile Marille Park.
Accountability and delivery are expected to improve
following a review of the day-to-day management
program. Greater government concern about marine
pollution and growing community awareness of the
impact of shipping accidents will influence future
activities.
The Indigenous Cultural Liaison unit provides
advisory, networking, coordination and training
services to facilitate planning, permits and extension
work with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples, agencies and communities.
The work of the Indigenous Cultural Liaison unit has
increased with greater involvement by indigenous
peoples in Marine Park planning and management.
Outcomes of Native Title mediation and planning
processes in the Far Northern Section and the Cairns
area will lead to indigenous 111anagen1ent
arrangements for some areas.
Strategic Direction
The objective of the Day-to-day Management Liaison
unit is to develop and implement programs for field
management of the Marine Park. To achieve this
objective, the unit facilitates communication between
day-to-day management staff and the Authority.
Improvements in surveillance and enforcement have
also been targeted.
The objective of the Shipping and Maritime Pollution
Response program is to reduce the risk of pollution
from shipping-related activities, whilst maintaining
an effective response capability to deal with ship-sourced pollution. Staff have
worked with government and industry bodies in policy development and research.
Preventative management within the shipping industry has also been encouraged.
The objective of the Indigenous Cultural Liaison unit is to facilitate recognition of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander traditional affiliations and rights in Marine Park
management. Indigenous needs are being addressed as one of the major critical
issues for the Authority.
Achievements
Significant achievements in Day-to-day Management Liaison for 1995-96 included:
• review of day-to-day management funding
• implementation of new aerial sllJ'veillance program
• further revision of day-to-day management programming in line with corporate
planning
• completion of REEFPLAN review-REEFPLAN is a contingency plan for oil
spill response in the Great Barrier Reef
• development of internal contingency and draft monitoring plans for oil spills
• assistance in the response and clean-up operations associated with the 11'011 Bomll
oil spill
• development of the Ships and Sewage Discharge Regulations
• start of bioremediation research project.
Significant achievements in Indigenous Cultural Liaison for 1995-96 included:
• development of a system for direct involvement of indigenous peoples in the
planning process
• establishment of a two-way communication process for information gathering
and sharing
• production of the Voices fl'OlII file Cope video and Sea COllllfry newsletters
• involvement in Native Title process
• identification of traditional culture and values in the Far Northern, Cairns,
Whitsunday and Shoalwater Bay plans
• cross-cultural training for approximately 60% of Authority staff
• participation by Authority staff in Reconciliation Week through a range of
activities and displays.
Performance Analysis
In day-to-day management programming and reporting, a staff member dedicated to
liaison and negotiation of the annual and three-year rolling programs for day-to-day
management was appointed. This position will ensure that the work undertaken by
field management officers is more focused and cost effective. The liaison position
incorporates new duties to improve the efficiency of enforcement operations through
better coordination and effective delivery of the day-to-day management program.
Significantly, the position will enhance communication and understanding between
staff of the Authority and the Queensland Department of Environment.
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OJ Table 5. PaYlllellls to theE
OJ Qlleellslalld Oeparllllelli ofen
'"
Ellvil'Olllllelll for day-Io-dayc
'" managel1lent, by Regiolls2
'" 1995-96 1996-97~c
OJ (estimated)E
c $ $
0
~
.:;: Head Office
c
u.J Salaries &: Operating 594955 655000
-0 Capital (Inc. Post Initial) 21 848 30000c
'"en Central Coast Region
c
c Salaries &: Operating 1 728559 1 650000
c Capital (Inc. Post Initial) 130000 330000
'"
"-
Northern Region
•
Salaries &: Operating 2374614 2317000
Capital (Inc. Post Initial) 946888 449000
Far Northern Region
Salaries &: Operating 1 942000 2309000
Capital (Inc. Post Initial) 874582 150000
All Regions
Salaries &: Operating 6640128 6 931 000
Capital (Inc. Post Initial) 1 973318 959000
Totals 8613 446 7890000
Table 6. Cosl slrnrillg for day-to-
day II1flJlngclllellf
Queensland
Salaries, Wages &: Operating
Post Initial Capital
Totals
Commonwealth
Salaries, Wages &: Operating
Post Initial Capital
Initial Capital
Totals
Totals
1995-96
$
3320064
890936
4211 000
3 320064
890936
191 446
4402446
8613 446
1996-97
(estimated)
$
3465500
479500
3945000
3465500
479500
000000
3945000
7890000
The effectiveness of aerial surveillance was improved with the new flying program
combining both routine data collection flights and discretionary flying for additional
surveillance work. Development of automated data entry for aerial surveillance
records will reduce costs.
Oil spill response capability was enhanced through staff involvement in the IrOIl
BOI'OII oil spill incident at the mouth of the Tamar River in Tasmania. The
appointment of a staff member to the National Oil Spill Response Team reflects the
Authority's recognised expertise in the field. Preventative management was
improved with the development of the Ships and Sewage Discharge Regulations with
the Queensland Department of Transport.
The creation of the Indigenous Cultural Liaison unit has consolidated and focused
the Authority's work on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander issues. It has enabled
the development of strategic programs for better liaison.
Oral feedback from the Cape York Land Council, communities and the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Commission indicated that the Authority's interaction with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities has been positive and productive.
Planning in the Far Northern Section was facilitated by an effective communication
program involving indigenous clan groups. By networking with agencies such as the
Cape York Land Council and participating in existing programs, the unit minimised
costs. Communication was also improved through production of the video Voices
fl'OlII tile Cope and further issues of Seo Call 11 try. These products were effective
feedback tools which have facilitated the planning process.
Staff knowledge of indigenous culture and issues was expanded through a variety of
training activities including a component in the staff induction course and two two-
day cross-cultural courses. The unit continued its coordinating role for the
Community Rangers program.
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Impact Assessment
and Marine Use
Management
I~ Description
Tile Impact Assessmel1t al1d
Maril1e Use Managemellt
ullits IIl1dertake impact
assessment al1d manage tile
Allthority's permit system.
The Impact Assessment unit concentrates on impacts
from large projects within the Marine Park. It also
provides significant input into environmental impact
assessment processes for developments outside the
Park but with potential impacts on the World
Heritage Area. Following an agreement between the
Authority and other Commonwealth environment
portfolio agencies, the Impact Assessment unit now
represents those agencies in environmental impact
assessment processes for developments having the
potential to affect the World Heritage Area.
The Marine Use Management unit concentrates on
the management of tourist operations within the
Park. It administers the Environmental Management
Charge (EMC) received from tourist operators and
manages the databases associated with both permits
and the EMC.
Expanding tOlll'ism use in the Cairns and
Whitsunday areas as well as additional
responsibilities resulting from the portfolio
agreement has increased work demands on both
units.
Outcomes from new planning processes will change
the manner in which permits are issued. There will
also be greater involvement in assessment of coastal
development approvals for areas outside the Park.
A more comprehensive and strategic approach to
managing the potential conflicts between cultlll'al
and heritage values and other use of the Marine Park
is being developed.
Strategic Direction
The main objective of both units is the management of impacts associated with
permitted activities and the provision of advice in a timely and effective manner. The
Impact Assessment unit also develops policies relating to the assessment and
management of the impacts of major projects. To achieve these objectives, Authority
guidelines and policy have been developed on key issues such as marinas, pontoons,
jetties and mariculture. The units have contributed to the effects of line fishing
research, and will undertake class assessments (strategic impact assessment of a
common type of permitted use) and evaluation of impacts from projects in areas
adjacent to the Marine Park.
The Marine Use Management unit currently aims to improve the permit process,
obtain better information on levels of use and maximise EMC data. Its long-term
objectives are to provide for better management of tourism, traditional hunting and
research.
Whilst there remains a statutory requirement to undertake assessment of impacts on a
case-by-case basis, the work focus of the Impact Assessment unit is changing from
reactive assessment towards pro-active input into impact assessments, with greater
emphasis on proponent evaluation of impacts and assessment of impacts from
adjacent developments outside the Marine Park related to world heritage matters.
Achievements
Significant achievements in Impact Assessment for 1995-96 included:
• the start of a pilot project on class assessment of activities for Aboriginal clan
estates of the Palm Islands
• management of an Administrative Appeals Tribunal application for Green Island
• organisation of world heritage workshops in support of development of a
portfolio agreement on management of world heritage issues
• assessment completed in relation to 23 active projects inside the Marine Park
• provision of advice, as required, on 53 additional projects mainly adjacent to the
Marine Park and the World Heritage Area.
Significant achievements in Marine Use Management for 1995-96 included:
• decreased time taken to process routine permits
• development of a new permit application form
• update of both of the permits and EMC databases
• initial development of a coordinated program to address management of
tourism
• provision of information on tourism use from EMC statistics currently used for
planning purposes by a range of internal and external clients.
• improvements with database and reporting systems
• major progress towards a client-based system.
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Performance Analysis
In the Impact Assessment unit, 23 projects within the Marine Park were assessed
during the year and advice given on 53 additional projects potentially impacting on
the World Heritage Area. The unit also managed one significant application to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
More effective unit operations have reduced permit assessment time to an average of
30 days per project. A more coordinated approach to workload management,
particularly using class assessments and risk assessment procedures, has been
developed. Two Impact Assessment staff members have been dedicated to dealing
with water quality issues and jetties requiring permits in the Marine Park. These
assessments have been undertaken in a framework where policy was reviewed and
developed at the same time.
Efficiencies in permit administration were achieved by changing delegations to allow
project managers to seek further information and determine application fees. This
streamlined approach has increased the timeliness of each permit issue process.
The Marine Use Management unit has implemented the short-term recommendations
of the Permits Review Working Group and streamlined the approach to permit
assessment. Processing time for a permit within the Authority has been reduced. The
level of complaint regarding the time involved in permit assessment has reduced
accordingly.
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Number Issued
Permit Type 1992-93 1993-94 1994--95 1995-96
Tourist programs 159 341 301 343
(Inc. aircraft operations 3 22 5 13)
(Inc. cruiseship operations 9 4)
Research programs 206 231 191 227
Education programs 33 59 45 66
Moorings 2 12 4 4
Collecting 111 117 81 127
Traditional hunting 84 103 32 23
Farming of marine resources 7 2 1 0
Sea dumping 3 1 0 2
Offshore structures 1 2 2 7
Removal of dangerous animals 2 13
Waste discharge 2 4
Tourist facilities 6 5
Other activities 13 18 27 16
Total permits issued 619 886 694 854
During 1995-96, 343 tourist program permits were granted by the Authority, a 14%
increase on the 1994-95 period. A total of 854 new permits were granted in the
Marine Park, a 23% increase on the total number of permits granted during the
previous year.
Of these, the Queensland Department of Environment granted a total of 197 permits
for educational activities, collecting of coral and aquarium fish, and the installation of
moorings not associated with tourist program applications.
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A draft Tourism Use Management Program has been developed through an agency-
wide examination of tourism use and the introduction of Best Environmental
Practices. Development of a strategic use management policy on a Reef-wide basis
will increase Park management capability.
The independent review of the efficiency of the EMC system undertnken by Associate
Professor Owen Stnnley has been completed. Many recommendations nssocinted
with the administration of the charge have been implemented. Installation of new
computers in the unit has nllowed improvement of the database systems.
In support of the new critical issues-based npproach to Reef mnnagement, both units
have worked closely with the Plnnning nnd Park Mnnagement Policy sections in the
development of policy for user groups, particularly in providing expertise in its
implementntion. The mnnagement of indigenous trnditional hunting hns been
developed along strategic lines with the production of community-bnsed permits.
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Information Technology
Services
Description
The Information Tedmology
Services section provides
networks, systems and
databases to sllpport all
aspects of Marine Park
planning, /III/nagement,
edncntion, extension,
research and corporate
services.
Operations have been affected by increasing
pressure to be more productive with existing
resources in an environment of organisational
and rapid technological change. Planning and
management processes have increasingly
required complex software products. There has
also been more demand for productive
information technology to support a greater level
of management and policy analysis. High levels
of technological literacy will need to be
maintained by all staff for effective use of new
technologies.
Strategic Direction
The objective of the Information Technology
Services section is to provide all clients with the
highest level of productivity from the application
of technology and resources, given the financial
and skill constraints of the organisational
environn1ent.
To achieve this objective, section staff have been
divided into four teams covering the broad
functions of user services, systems management,
database administration and network
management. A deliberate evolutionary approach
has helped facilitate rapid change of technology,
maintain responsiveness to changing corporate
objectives and improve technological literacy of
all staff.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• success in increasing effective access to data due to increased coordination
• client orientated team approach
• facilitated adoption of recent technology such as Internet access
• extension of geographic information system facilities
Performance Analysis
Improvements in the Information Technology Services section were measured by
service use and systems records, as well as solicited client feedback. All
administrative inquiries were addressed in a maximum of two days and all staff
inquiries addressed in a maximum of three days, with records kept of the time
taken to solve problems.
During the year there was a productivity increase in the whole database area.
Permits were produced more cost effectively by decreasing the time taken to
process permits and by collecting data associated with permits which was also
useful to planning and management processes.
Access to data was improved through the adoption of iterative software
development techniques to satisfy changing system requirements and also through
more effective coordination of data with other agencies. However, access demands
and the cost of demands have increased.
Better development of Internet and e-mail facilities has led to cost-effective
transmission of data and documents around the country and better sharing of
ideas. These Internet tools allowed education and information services to be made
available to national and international clientele.
Staff have improved their capacity to meet service demands by continuously
improving their knowledge and skills through training. Outsourcing 50% of the
section's functions has facilitated rapid access to skills which contributes to
increased productivity. The team approach to service delivery has facilitated change
and skill sharing among all staff.
Improved information technology services have resulted in increased productivity
for clients. Through provision of a portfolio of tools and support mechanisms,
clients had more flexibility in choosing efficient and cost-effective solutions.
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legal Services
Description
The Legnl Services IInit
provides legnl ndvisory
services for the Allthority.
Stnff of the IInit prod/Ice
legislntive policy, IIInnnge
legislntive nlllCl1dlnents nlld
ndlllinister Freedolll of
Jnfol'lllntion reqllests in
respect of perlllit
nssesslllents. Tmining
services nre provided for both
the stnff of the Allthority nnd
the dny-to-dny IIInllngelllent
ngencies.
The unit's work has been affected by the steadily
decreasing budget available for external legal
advice, the extended legislative responsibilities of
the Authority and increasingly complex permit
issues. Future work will be affected by the
proposed act, presently known as the Legislative
Instruments Bill, and by Native Title mediations.
Strategic Direction
The objective of the Legal Services unit is to reduce
the risk to the Authority of legal liability by
provision of timely, efficient and effective legal
advice and training of Authority staff. The unit's
early involvement in policy formulation is designed
to aid in the development of better legislative tools
for effective management of the Marine Park.
To achieve this objective, client awareness of
available services has been increased. Knowledge
of Authority staff with respect to potential legal
pitfalls has been raised by conducting identified
and requested legal training.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• the conduct of training for Marine Park staff
on legislation and administrative procedures
• provision of legal support for the Authority's
involvement in appeals to the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal and Native Title mediations
Performance Analysis
Performance of the Legal Services unit was measured by surveys, training
appraisal forms and data collection on Freedom of·lnformation matters. Support
was provided for one large Administrative Appeals Tribunal process and
mediation meetings for Native Title claims. The Administrative Appeals Tribunal
commented positively on the professional approach of the Authority in appeal
matters, reflecting partly upon the work of the Legal Services unit, but generally on
the Planning and Environmental Management branch.
The staff of the unit conducted extensive training activities on subjects including
Marine Park legislation, administrative law, contracts and application of other state
and commonwealth legislation. Better legal training of Marine Park inspectors will
improve job performance and day-to-day management of the Marine Park through
increased knowledge of enforcement techniques and legislation. Internal staff
training facilitated the achievement of work programs in accordance with good
administrative practice.
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effective legal support for branch operations and achievement of corporate
objectives
advice for planning activities particularly the Far Northern Section, Cairns and
Whitsunday areas, the proposed Byfield section, Shoalwater Bay dugong
conservation and five management plans.
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Education and
Aquarium
Overview Branch Performance Overview
The Education nnd
Aqunrium branch is
responsible for providiug
educntion, informntiou,
extensio/I nnd ndvisory
services relnting to the Grent
Bnrrier Reef Mnrine Pnrk
nud World Heritnge Aren,
nnd provides library,
prod/lction, public relntions
nnd/uedin services to
support the Authority nnd
its progrnlus. Tile branch
includes the Grent Bnrrier
Reef Aq/tnriu/n, nn il/tegral
COl/lponent of the AI/thority's
program to educate the
public nnd school groups
nbout conservntion nnd
/nnnngel/lent of the Grent
Bnrrier Reef.
The branch has continued to integrate education,
extension and C0l111HUnication activities into
Marine Park planning and management programs.
This integration is vital to ensure that users and the
broader Australian community are involved in
decision making and that with increased
understanding their actions will support
management decisions. Additionally, community
education focuses on developing appropriate
attitudes, values and behaviours in people who use
the Marine Park or live in its adjacent communities.
During the past year the Education and Aquarium
branch has successfully undertaken a number of
tnajor cOlnn1unication and education initiatives.
The branch developed the Greal Barrier Reef Marille
Park Mallllat and tourism operator training course,
strengthened the role and functions of 11 Regional
Marine Resources Advisory Committees and
coordinated the development of the Ocean Rescue
2000 National Marine Education Program. The
branch also coordinated the development of the
Authority's new logo and corporate visual identity.
The Great Barrier Reef Aquarium has continued to
improve its financial performance, and provide
new exhibits and educational services including
expanded and improved school and public
education programs.
The Authority's move towards a new Reef-wide critical issues approach to
management of the Marine Park and the World Heritage Area is an outcome of
increased consultation with Reef users. This new approach places even greater
emphasis on cross-sectoral stakeholder negotiation and public consultation at early
stages in the planning process. Ongoing effective liaison with stakeholders and
involvement of community-based advisory committees are vital to the success of the
new management approach.
Above: AlltllOrity tourism IinisoH
cOlIsllllallt, Ricilard Fitzpatrick,
discl/sses tile Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Manual with (l
Marine Park tourism ;millslry
staff II/ell/ber. Tile 1I1a1l1la/ alld
tourism operator lrn;l1illg collrses
were developed joilltly by tile
Alltlwrity alld tile tourisll/
illdustry.
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Education/Information
and Public Affairs
Description
Tile EdllcatiOIl/] IIforlllnt iOIl
sectioll nlld tile Pllblic Affnirs
IIl1it provide extellsioll nlld
illforlllntioll progrnllls tnrgeted
nt IIInjor stnkellotders sllcll ns
tile tOllrislll nlld fisllillg
illdllstries, constnt
COllllllllllities nlld tile gellernt
pllbtic. Tile tibrnry provides tile
Alltllority nlld extel'llnt elimts
witll nn extellsive inforlllntioll
service illellidillg IIIlIltillledin
nccess nlld nn illlnge col/ectioll.
Tile prodllction lillit provides
grnpllic desigll, pllOtogrnplly,
cartogrnplly nlld pllblisllillg
services. Tile sectioll IIInllnges
tile Ocenll ResClle 2000
Nntionnl Mnrille Edllcatioll
Progrnlll all bellnlf of tile
Depnrtlllellt of tile
Ellvirolllllellt, Sport nlld
Territories. Tile Pllblic Affnirs
IIl1it sllpports COl/lIIllillity nlld
edllcatioll progmllls by
IIl1dertnkillg lIIedin linisoll,
pllblic relntiolls nlld corpomte
IIInrketillg services.
Growth of coastal populations, increased
environmental consciousness of the community and
greater awareness of cultural heritage issues have
increased work demands. Greater focus on world
heritage values and management of the World
Heritage Area and ongoing budget constraints have
also impacted on the section.
Continuing strong growth in Reef tourism, coastal
development and increasing competition between
Reef users all heighten demand for education,
information and extension services. The rising
popularity of the Internet as a communication and
educa tional tool is affecting the provision of
infonnation services.
Strategic Direction
The objectives of the Education/Information section
and the Public Affairs unit are to increase
understanding of the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area; promote responsible behaviour on the
Reef; and achieve greater stakeholder input into
planning and management.
To achieve these objectives, extension and training
programs have been developed specifically to target
the main Reef user groups. Extension programs have
also been developed for coastal urban and rural
COllll11Unities. Mechanisllls to increase COllllllunity
and Reef user group input into Marine Park planning
and management have been established. These
strategies have been supported by the production of
information materials including publications and videos, and reinforced through
active public affairs and media programs.
During the yeaI~ greater emphasis was placed on improving two-way communication
with community and user groups, because of the growing pressures in Reef use
especially in the Cairns and Whitsunday areas. Extension activities for the
recreational fishing and boating sectors were increased to address emerging conflicts
with commercial activities.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• development and provision of the Great Barrier Reef Marille Park Malllwl to all
commercial tourist operators
• further development of and support for Regional Marine Resources Advisory
Committees
• further development of water quality extension programs to rural and urban
communities, in particular on the effects of run-off and sewage
• improved communications including workshops with conservation and tourism
groups
• targeted publicity and information to support tourism training, the Aquarium
and corporate displays
• the production by Ocean Rescue 2000 program of the documentary Saltwater
People to be screened on SBS television
• the release of the Ocean Rescue 2000 Marille Protected Areas: Special Places
video kit
• development of a new corporate logo and graphic identity
• development of a computerised slide cataloguing system and extension of
availability and use of this photographic collection to external clients
• updating the Authority's information resources and contact database
• recognition of the Authority Librarian through the award of an 'Excellence of
Achievement Commendation' from the Australian Library and Information
Association
• good working relationships with regional electronic and print media
• twentieth anniversary celebrations of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority highlighting the success of the Authority and its partners in Reef
111anagenlent
• successful involvement with the CRC Reef Research Centre to enhance the good
working relationship between Reef science and management.
Performance Analysis
Improvement in performance of the extension programs was reflected in the
development and production of the Great Barrier Reef Marille Park Mallllal-a
significant package of training products including videos for the Reef tourism
industry. Another major improvement was the greater integration of the section's
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Rig/,t: Allthority Librariall,
SUZnlll1C Davies, being presellied
wilh lI,e 'Excellellce of
Achievement C011ll1lcudn/ioll'
by lall McP!lnil.
The commemfntioll was awarded
by lite QlIeellslalld Special
Libraries Crollp of lI,e Allslraliall
Library alld Illformalioll
Associalioll (ALIA) allhe
Qlleellslalld Siale lallllel, of
AlIslraliall Library Week 1996.
activities with Marine Park planning and management functions. Increased use of
audiovisual and self-learning products has provided more cost-effective
information services.
Additional resources from the Environmental Management Charge were used to
improve the effectiveness of extension and information to the Reef tourism
industry. Services and products provided included a tourism operators' workshop;
industry liaison and training of consultants; training materials such as courses,
videos and manuals; a draft code of Best Environmental Practice for Reef users;
educational activities for schools; and newsletters such as TI"Opicnl Topics and Reef
COllllectiollS.
Compared to the previous year, community and user group consultations were
more numerous and effective, especially those with the tourism industry and the
fishing sector. The increased opportunities to communicate with the Authority and
be involved in management issues have improved client satisfaction. These
consultations have also produced greater communication among user groups and
provided an effective means for addressing issues among Reef users for site and use
allocations. The section's ability to adapt to change was demonstrated in the
increased emphasis on consultation in the Cairns and Whitsunday areas in response
to their rapid growth in Reef usage.
The section maintained stable resources during the year. In particular staffing levels
have been maintained with less turnover. Improved technology in computer
assisted design and enhanced staff skills have enabled greater production and
graphic output without any increase in human resources. Section management was
improved through better direction setting and performance reporting.
Projects were completed within budget and with good feedback from clients.
Revenue was maintained through marketing of the image collection, and sale of
video footage and general publications. Efficient financial management has
provided some minor savings for re-allocation to other Authority programs.
Publication costs were kept under budget despite increasing paper prices.
Public affairs and media staff have continued to build strong relationships with the
media. Press, television and radio coverage of Reef-related matters was generally
positive and supported public understanding of the Authority and management of
the Marine Park. In response to increased interest by the general public and the
media, a new public affairs position was created to better service the Authority's
public affairs needs and strengthen media liaison.
The Ocean Rescue 2000 National Marine Education Program continues to be
successfully managed by the section. Community service announcements
concerning plastics and household chemical pollutants are broadcast nationally with
excellent feedback. Links with non-English speaking groups continue to be
established and enhanced. A national workshop relating to marine protected areas
and the communication process between all groups involved was coordinated by
staff.
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Great Barrier Reef
Aquarium
Description
The Great Barrier Reef
All'wrilllll is the Allthority's
reef edllcatioll facility.
Opemted as a pllblic
aqllarillll/, it provides a
readily accessible reef
ellvirollll/ellt and interpretive
facility. As the National Reef
Edllcation Centre, the
Aqllarillm offers cllrricllllllI/-
based school progmms,
professional developll/ent for
teachers and pllblic
ed/lcation cOllrses.
COlI/lI1l1nity sllpport
progmms inclllde volllnteers,
membership, sponsorsllip
and a tOll ring display.
Revenlle-genemting
progmll1s inclllde an
Aqllarillll/ Shop, and venlle
hire and consllitancy
services. A research
labomtory specialises in
marine anill/al cllltllre.
. .' ,
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The future business performance of the Aquarium
will continue to be affected by tourism trends and
economic development in the Townsville region.
Increasingly, natural history institutions are
competing with the entertainment field for people's
leisure time. Consequently, museums must offer
value-for-money visitor experiences as well as
superior customer service. The Aquarium has
identified customer service as the focus for product
improvement.
Strategic Direction
The Authority's objective for the Aquarium is to
enhance community understanding and appreciation
of the Great Barrier Reef. To achieve this, the
objectives of the Aquarium are to ensure visitor
satisfaction from an Aquarium visit; continue to be
effective in marine education; improve revenue;
develop a team of highly motivated and competent
staff and volunteers; maintain the wide support of
business, government and community; and be
recognised as an innovative and effective public
aquariulll.
To achieve these objectives, the Aquarium has
expanded and improved its school and public
interpretation programs. It has re-focused its
marketing effort towards local residents through the
Membership Program, while maintaining tourist
market exposure through more cost-effective
strategies and cooperative promotional campaigns.
Formal and informal market research have been used as a basis to improve the visitor
experience. Improved financial management has enhanced expenditure control.
A decline in ticketed visitation during the year resulted in the cancellation of the
planned redevelopment of the World Heritage Exhibit. Funding and revenue
shortfalls curtailed research on improving coral survival in the Aquarium as well as
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Interpreter Program.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• six new school activity programs making a total of 17 (covering curriculum for
Preschool through to Year 12)
• an increase of 20% in school student visitation to 11 000
• a 40% increase in Predator Exhibit stocking density which was achieved through
seawater quality improvements
• a 20% increase in efficiency for Coral Reef Exhibit seawater processing
• certificate for 'Creative Excellence' at the US International Film and Video
Awards for the six-minute video, Bille Higillvay
• an increase of 22% in Aquarium membership to 5000 which represents 4% of
Townsville's population
• membership renewal rate of 50% compared to 35% in 1994-95
• the involvement in two Earthwatch-funded research programs, Clamsaver and
Coral Spawning
• improvement in the retention rate for the annual volunteer intake from 60% in
1994-95 to 72% in 1995-96
• Semvorks, a marine activities resource book for primary schools developed by
Aquarium volunteers
• two new permanent exhibits, 'Pieces of the Reef' and 'A Thorny Question'
• balanced budget despite a 12% decline in ticketed visitation
• cessation of joint ticketing arrangements with other major attractions in the
Great Barrier Reef Wonderland complex which increased ticket yield by 5%
• continuing strong commercial performance of the Aquarium Shop
• an Australia Post consultancy for Ti,e Stamp Gallg Dive DowlI LIllder book
which provided major no-cost, promotional and marketing opportunities
• Internet access to Aquarium information including an award-winning real-time
view of the Coral Reef Exhibit
• an increase of volunteer hours of service by 17% from 15 00 hours in 1994-95 to
17 600 hours in 1995-96.
Performance Analysis
Performance improvement during 1995-96 was focused on financial management
and education programs. An improved understanding of the budgetary process and
greater involvement at the program manager level has facilitated more effective
financial planning and control. The annual plan and budget were developed together
with the Business Plan objectives. The budget was reviewed regularly and
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expenditure adjusted to respond to unanticipated changes in revenue, in particulm-
those caused by changes in visitation numbers.
As a result of the 1994 funding review, in 1995-96 the Aquarium received $490 000 in
government appropriation, to cover community service and education obligations
and improve marketing and exhibits.
Ticketed visitation of 123 605 was 17 095 lower than the previous year. Total visitation
including that of members and visitors attending functions was 142 642. Despite
declining admission revenue, the Aquarium achieved a break-even operating result
through pro-active budget management throughout the year. Cost recovery from
self-generated revenue was more than 1994-95 at 81%.
The expansion and strengthening of the Education Program has resulted in a higher
visitation by school groups. The effectiveness of the program has improved with
increasing market orientation. Activities were developed or updated to complement
school curricula, and efficiency of delivery was raised through solicited teacher
involvement in program development. The establishment of teacher professional
development programs and diversification into non-science curriculum areas, such as
visual arts, were two further innovations.
The mm-keting research provided by the expanded program of visitor evaluation of
services was the basis for improvement in customer service. Visitor satisfaction was
well above average, rating at 8 on a scale of 10. Exhibit standm-d has improved with
less down-time for aquarium displays. Periodic audits and daily inspections have
improved workplace and public safety.
The staffing level remained static at 30. The Aquarium's ability to improve customer
service and expand public interpretation and education activities has been
considerably enhanced by volunteers whose '17 600 annual service hours (equivalent
to 10 full-time staff at the ASO 2 level) were predominantly front-of-house. The
establishment of joint management meetings between the Aquarium and the
Volunteers Association has facilitated greater involvement of volunteers in Aquarium
operations.
Rigltt: Seaworks, n IIInril/e
nclivities resol/rce book prodllced
by tlte Aqllnrilllll volllllleers nlld
dislribllted 10 prilllnry scltoo!s iI/
Qlleel/sfnlld, wns !nlll/clted by lite
Qlleel/s!nlld Director-Gel/emf of
Edllenlioll, Mr Frnl/k Pencil.
Above: Do fisll renlly sllore?
Stlldellts pnrticipntillg ill tile
Aqllnrilllll After Dnrk Progralll
discover mallY fascillntillg aspects
of lIocl II rl/nl reef life.
Improved performance of revenue generating programs provided non-admission
revenue (excluding appropriation) equivalent to 56.4% of ticket sales. The Education
and Membership Programs contributed significantly to this. Despite falling ticketed
admissions, the Aquarium Shop improved its retail performance with a sales increase
of 2.4% and further efficiencies in stock control. The revenue-generating programs
became more commercially orientated with the development of individual marketing
plans. Touring exhibits were examined as revenue-earning and promotional tools. 'A
Thorny Question', the new crown-of-thorns starfish exhibit, was designed as a
prototype for a touring exhibit.
A redirection of marketing effort towards identified segments with significant growth
potential, such as backpackers and educational group travel, will improve marketing
effectiveness. Local visitation was improved through membership promotional
campaigns which used low cost advertising and prize incentives sponsored by the
business sector.
The value of publicity from media exposure was worth approximately $150 000 in
1995-96. Program listings on the Internet promoted the Aquarium to a much broader
audience with approximately 15 000 individuals accessing the Aquarium's home
page since August 1995. Due to this coverage, more well qualified scientific assistants
have volunteered to assist in Aquarium research projects for periods of six months.
Also, the credit card ordering capability on the Internet for Aquarium Shop products
has resulted in sales.
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I~ Description
The Research alld
Monitoring section provides
scientific input into Marine
Park Illallagelllent alld
decision-lItnking processes. 11
sy"thesises alld dissemirtntes
information concel'l1ing
Marille Park statlls and
IIsage, as well as that
relevant to mallagement.
Pllblic edllcation programs
are sllpported through the
provision of scientific
iliforlllatioll on isslles
relevallt to the Reef.
Research and
Monitoring
To expand the information resources available for
decision making, the section provides design,
direction and coordination services for research
programs undertaken by external contractors. In this
role, the section is normally the initial contact for the
CRC Reef Research Centre with which it works
closely in coordinating various research programs.
The section operates on a five-year funding cycle
which is now due for renewal. The provision of
services has been affected by variable budget
allocations. The improvement in development of
communication channels with government, planners,
managers, scientists, industry representatives and the
general public has had an impact on outcomes.
Natural resource management has become
increasingly supported by scientific information to
improve the effectiveness, openness and
accountability of decision-making processes. This
trend towards scientifically based management will
continue to increase work demands on the section.
Strategic Direction
The objective of the Research and Monitoring section
is to facilitate decision-making processes for
management of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area by obtaining, interpreting, disseminating and
applying knowledge and information about the Great
Barrier Reef.
To achieve this objective, the section has actively
participated in internal and external committees to
optimise scientific input into decision making. Section staff have liaised with external
organisations concerning Marine Park management at local, state and national levels.
Expertise and funding have been provided to external research organisations and
individual researchers to facilitate ongoing research.
In-house information synthesis and dissemination have been targeted through
development of information coordination and management capacity. Summaries,
syntheses and analyses of fields of knowledge relevant to management have been made
available through publications or workshops. Cooperation with Authority extension
and media programs has supported public education.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• early detection of a new crown-of-thorns starfish outbreak in the Cairns Section
of the Marine Park
• independent review of the Authority's crown-of-thorns starfish research program
• completion of Year 4 of the Effects of Prawn Trawling in the Far Northern
Section of the Great Barrier Reef project with the final year under way
• initiation of the Effects of Line Fishing Experiment
• finalisation of the Torres Strait Baseline Study report
• commencement of the first extensive habitat mapping of Shoalwater Bay
• completion of the dugong survey in the southern half of the Marine Park
• completion of the offshore Enrichment of Nutrients on a Coral Reef Experiment
• implementation of broad-scale, long-term water temperature monitoring
• establishment of long-term water quality and fisheries databases
• draft set of water quality policies for the World Heritage Area
• an initial review of the role of public participation in Authority decision-making
processes
• assessment of nationwide community preferences and support for active
management of wilderness recreational settings
• development of a biophysical classification for identification of representative
areas and use in preparation of zoning plans
• development of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for spatial analysis of
recreational and indigenous fishing (Bramble Reef Study), and demographics
and private boat registration for the Queensland coastal zone
• improved integration of socioeconomic information into management discussion
and decision making
• socio-cultural and economic research priorities identified by the Socio-cultural
Economic Research Advisory Committee
• workshops on economics for management, effects of nutrient loading on coral
communities and the state of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area
• preparation of the 'State of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area Report'.
Performance Analysis
An indicator of strong performance was the range of research reports completed during
the year. These included reports on lead-up projects to the Effects of Line Fishing
01
c
•
Experiment and quantification of recreational use of the Marine Park through
relationships between population and boating densities. Three research publications
and one workshop proceedings were released. The high quality of research directed by
the Authority was reflected in the publication of an additional 20 papers in the
scientific literature.
The Research and Monitoring section had a staff of 20, of which almost half were
temporary or contract positions. During the yeal~ the section initiated processes to
improve internal communication and structure. These changes are expected to continue
over the next six months.
Two-thirds of the section's budget was used to fund research projects carried out
through external research organisations or individual contractors.
A significant research outcome was the early detection of the latest crown-of-thorns
starfish outbreak. This discovery confirmed the effectiveness of the fine-scale surveys
conducted jointly with the CRC Reef Research Centre. For the first time, researchers
have been able to study the initial stages of an outbreak cycle on the Great Barrier Reef.
An improved understanding of the mechanisms that may lead to the outbreaks will
assist scientists and managers to improve management responses to the phenomenon.
Righi: All Allilwrity diver collects
spille samples fl'OlII a
CI'OIOII-Of-lllO/'II5 stOlfish.
Local-scale controls of crown-of-thorns starfish were conducted by a number of
tourism operators on reefs off Cairns and Port Douglas. Crown-of-thorns starfish
program staff assisted these operators through the provision of technical advice and the
conduct of training workshops. Such activities were an efficient application of research
program results in addition to maximising the effectiveness of control methods.
A new program structure for crown-of-thorns starfish research was developed under
the guidelines of the Crown-of-thorns Starfish Research Committee, the Authority's
advisory body. This development will increase the effectiveness of both the research
and the research management.
Effective use of information resources was demonstrated in the establishment of
databases for storage and analysis of social, cultural and economic information. The
socio-cultural and economic program developed GIS applications for this data to aid in
planning and management. It also assisted in the set up of various displays. Continued
presentation of the socio-cultural and economic seminar series has raised in-house
knowledge of key issues.
Support for informed decision making was strengthened through initiation of
information coordination and management processes to improve the accessibility and
assessment of information. A software package, developed by the Natural Resource
Information Centre for general site assessment and selection, is being tria led as a
spatial modelling tool.
Information collected during the Torres Strait Baseline Study has been published.
Interpretation and dissemination of this knowledge through extension programs has
commenced.
Left: COlllillllollsly recordillg
telllperaillre loggers nre deployed
nl represellinlive sites ill Ille Crenl
8nrrier Reef Mnrille Pnrk 10 Ilelp
slnff IIl1derslnlldlllnjor IInIllral
cuel//s 011 corn/reefs such as coml
lJIencilillg.
During the year, work began on a major assessment of existing knowledge about the
state of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area. This synthesis of the state of the
reef ecosystems will reflect the level of success of the Authority's management of the
Marine Park. The 'State of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area Report' will be
published in 1997.
Workshops continued to be used as an efficient mechanism to exchange, synthesise
and disseminate new and existing information. Three workshops were organised in
1995-96. Synthesis of the reef water quality data was begun with a workshop which
presented and discussed data on the effects of nutrient loading on coral communities.
On a more general scale, information dissemination was supported by organisation of
the annual Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority /CRC Reef Research Centre
Research Day and publication of the newsletter, Reef Resenrc".
The section serviced its ongoing commitment to development of Marine Park
standards and recommendations for management practices through adapting its
information collection and interpretation activities. Notably the growing management
focus on the World Heritage Area was supported by the drafting of a set of water
quality policies for the World Heritage Area. Fieldwork began on a new research
program to investigate the effects of line fishing on reefs and fish. Such research will
expand the scientific base for development of fisheries management policy.
The Research and Monitoring section actively supported other programs of the
Authority. Ongoing involvement in the water quality and fishing extension programs
run by the Education/Information section increased involvement and consultation
with external interest groups. Participation of staff in consultancies conducted by the
External Services section helped disseminate reef conservation and management
practices globally with work in Indonesia, Thailand and Yemen.
Description
The Cal/berrn office provides
n pril/cipal poil/t of cOl/tact
iI/ Cal/berrn 01/ issl/es
affectil/g the Great Barrier
Reef. Its key service is liaison
nl/d coordil/atiol/ with the
Mil/ister, portfolio agel/cies
al/d other govel'lllllel/t
orgal/isatiol/s. Office services
al/d adl/lil/istrntive sl/pport
are provided for Exterl/al
Services nl/d for visitil/g
Towllsville office staff,
iI/elI/ding the Allthority
Chnirpersol/, whel/
cOlldllclil/g bllsil/ess iI/
Cal/berrn. The Callberrn
office also provides
secretariat services for the
Great Barrier Reef
Mil/isterial COlll/cil.
Canberra Office
Greater political focus on world heritage values has
increased demands on the office. Government
implementation of a more coordinated approach to
environmental management has broadened the
operations of the Canberra office.
Strategic Direction
The objectives of the Canberra office are to establish
and 111aintain effective liaison, cOIlll11unication (\nd
coordination links between the Authority and the
Minister and Canberra-based organisations and
agencies; provide advice and information about the
Great Barrier Reef and marine and coastal
conservation and management; provide secretariat
support for the Great Barrier Reef Ministerial
Council; and assist other Authority sections to
develop and deliver programs.
To achieve these objectives, the Canberra office has
provided a credible, timely and efficient source of
advice to the MinisteJ; Ministerial Council,
Parliamentary Committees, the Environment
portfolio and other organisations. It has also
provided advice to the Chairperson and other
sections of the Authority, and to members of the
public. The office has promoted the flow of ideas,
policy and other initiatives from Canberra-based
agencies back to the Authority.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• coordination of Authority submissions to the Minister and the Department of
the Environment, Sport and Territories
• establishment of new relationships with the Minister's Office following the
change of government
• coordination of procedures for appointments to the Great Barrier Reef
Consultative Committee
• the drafting of papers and the coordination of input to the Great Barrier Reef
Ministerial Council meeting on 15 December 1995
• participation in the development of the executive and personal assistant
network
• support for the Chairperson through briefings for Environment Policy
Coordination Committee meetings
• contribution to and coordination of the drafting of the 'Inter-agency
Co-operative Arrangements for the Management of the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Property'
Performance Analysis
Performance was assessed by the quality and timeliness of advice, submissions,
policy and correspondence to various clients including the Ministel; Ministerial
Council, Parliamentary Committees, other organisations, members of the public and
the Authority. It was also measured by the extent to which statutory, Ministerial,
Ministerial Council and Authority requirements were mel. A further indicator was
the extent to which ad vice and assistance provided by the office was utilised.
The efficiency of the Canberra office improved during the year. Increased
responsiveness resulted from greater use of information technology including
electronic mail for the coordination of submissions. In addition, increased use of the
Internet as a research and information resource improved the speed and
responsiveness of the office in preparation of submissions. The use of electronic
communications has become more important with the office of the Chairperson now
in Townsville.
During the year the Canberra office had a key role in the development of an
agreement within the Environment portfolio on responsibility for consideration of
proposals and activities with potential to impact on the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Property. This agreement has led to an increase in the workload of the office
in facilitating and coordinating joint actions involving the Environment portfolio
agencies.
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Description
Extemal Services operates
cOllsllltallcy services for the
AlltllOrity all a cost-recovery
basis. These services illcillde
advice all alld review of the
desigll of I//ajor prograllls by
illterllatiollal developlllellt
assistallce ballks, Ullited
Natiolls agellcies alld
illtematiollal dOllars.
Allotller foclls is traillillg ill
illtegrated coastal, lila rille
protected area alld IIlllltiple-
lise I//allageillellt. External
Services also provides
Illelltorillg, expert
assistallce, workshop
facilitatioll, alld traillillg ill
capacity bllildillg for cliellts
illvalved ill lila rille alld
coastal,llallagCIIlellt. This
trail/illg illcilldes lIlasters
degree collrses in illtegrated
coastal ZOlle lIlallagelllellt
alld lIlarille park
lila lIagelllell t.
Greater awareness of ecological sustainability in the
use of marine environments has created a high
demand for consultancy services. There has been an
increasing expectation of assistance within Australia,
as government agencies address the issues of coastal
and marine management. There has been an
increasing demand from countries in Asia and the
Pacific for training programs in coastal zone
management. External Services is also increasingly
involved in providing advice on the development of
international marine and coastal policy.
Future developments that will affect operations of
the section include the implementation of the
Commonwealth policy 'Living on the Coast', possible
commercialisation of the International Tropical
Marine Resource Centre (INTROMARC), increasing
training demand for training programs developed
specifically for middle to higher level coastal zone
managers, and greater emphasis on training trainers.
Strategic Direction
The objectives of External Services are to provide the
Authority's expertise nationally and internationally,
particularly in the Asia-Pacific region; and to provide
a focus and feedback on the performance of the
Authority both nationally and globally.
To achieve these objectives, consultancy services
have been focused on training and mentoring,
utilising the latest knowledge and practices in
marine park management. External Services has
continued to work through collaborative alliances with branches and sections of the
Authority and other agencies such as INTROMARC and the Australian Marine
Science and Technology Limited (AMSAT). A pool of people available for
secondment has been established, together with agreed protocols for obtaining staff
services from other sections for external consultancies. Staff and the Authority have
been kept informed of External Services' operations and projects.
During the year, partnerships with INTROMARC and AMSAT were further
developed as an additional approach to meeting the demand for consultancy
services.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• completion of the Tropical Marine Ecosystem (TROMES) training projects in
Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Mauritius and Papua New Guinea
• management of the Ocean Rescue 2000 Marine Protected Area Program
• consultancy services to the Seychelles Conservation and National Parks service
• participation in the Coral Reef Rehabilitation and Management Project
(COREMAP) for the Indonesian Government
• participation in the Protection of the Marine Ecosystems of the Red Sea Coast
consultancy for Yemen
• technical assistance in relation to the Century Zinc Limited mining proposal
• application of underwater visual census to assessing coral reef-fish stocks in the
tropical Pacific
• training programs for the Indonesian Government, Egyptian Marine Park
rangers, Kenyan Wildlife Service rangers and Malll'itian Fisheries Department
• conduct of two masters degree courses in Coastal Zone Management in the
Tropics and Marine Park Management at James Cook University of North
Queensland
• conduct of a comprehensive Authority staff induction course
• involvement in the International Coral Reef Initiative
• development of Integrated Coastal Zone Management (lCZM) training materials
for the United Nations Environment Programme Regional Coordinating Unit,
East Asian Seas (RCU lEAS)
• technical assistance to the South Australian Government with respect to the
Great Australian Bight conservation proposals
• management of a project in the Arnarvon Islands and Solomon Islands
evaluating the effect of protected areas on invertebrate populations
• provision of assistance to the Planning and Environmental Management branch
in organising and facilitating workshops concerned with world heritage issues.
Performance Analysis
The large number of consultancies completed during the year demonstrated the
success of External Services in meeting the high national and international demand
for expertise in environmental management. An increasing range of services was
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Above: Haiphollg Harbollr,
Viellllllll. Tile ASEAN-AlIstmlia
Ecollomic Cooperatioll Progral1l's
'Consfnl ZOlle Ellvirolllllelltnl allri
Resollrce Mmwgelllellt Project'
provided assislallce alld tmillillg
ill integra/ed cvasta/managelllellt
ill ASEAN cOlllllries sllch as
Viet 11a/1/.
provided in policy and infrastructure advice for marine resource management,
training, technical assistance, and support for international activities. Two of the
completed contracts were conducted through lNTROMARC.
Efficient use was made of relatively limited Authority staff resources to develop
practical and advanced training programs tailored to client needs. Seven programs
were conducted including ranger and university student training, and an in-house
staff induction course. This course helped identify the critical issues faced by the
Authority and the strategies required to tackle these issues.
The effectiveness of training programs was demonstrated by an ongoing request to
develop further training for rangers from the Ras Mohammed National Park on the
Red Sea. As well, requests have been received from countries such as Thailand,
Vietnam and Indonesia for design and conduct af country-specific training programs
far rangers and managers, with training ta be provided in Australia or in-country.
The consultancies performed to date have resulted in an enhanced reputation far the
Authority, the Queensland Department of Environment, and staff of both agencies.
All projects undertaken by External Services were subject ta Ministerial approval
under sectian 7A of the Great BalTier Reef Marine Park Act.
External Services maintained staff in Townsville and Canberra. To improve
performance, a new procedure was established whereby staff from both the Canberra
and Townsville offices endeavour to meet yearly to discuss strategic direction and
policy. As well, there was a regular telephone link-up and a continuing obligation to
conduct section workshops twice per year. These activities enhanced communication
and improved operations.
Staffing levels in External Services have increased slightly over the past year. A
proposal was prepared to create a business manager position.
lmprovement in business performance was targeted in 1995-96 with a view to
reducing funding allocation through increasing revenue and achieving a balanced
budget. Project officers have improved project management and all consultancies
undertaken have been completed within time frames and within budget. Project bid
preparations were monitored in order to recover all costs. Better cost analysis and a
clearer view of real total costs have contributed to cost recovery.
External Services continued to market itself on a national and international basis, and
a marketing budget was established. Senior staff actively promoted the Authority's
park management model overseas. Marketing efforts focused on the expertise
available in the design and delivery of customised training programs.
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Above: Tile COREMAP
Illdollesia AMSAT team ill Wesl
Lombok, SlImbawa. Allillorily
experlise colliribllied 10 Ille Coral
Reef Rellabililatioll alld
Mnllagemclll Project
(COREMAP) for tile Illdollesiall
Govenllllelli alld tile World Balik.
Corporate Services
...-------
Description
Corpomle Services is an
adlllinisimlive section thai
provides services ill
organisa tiollal 1110 lIagelllell t
advice and sllpporl, 1I/IIIIan
resoll rce 1110 nagelllen I,
finallciallllallngelllellt, office
accollllllodation alld facilities
and Imvel services. Hlllllnll
resOllrces provides
recmitlllent; pel!onllance
lIlallagelllent; tminillg and
developlllell I; elllploylllell I
condi I iOlls adlll iIIislm I ion;
OCCllpational Heallh alld
Safely (OH&S), indllslrial
relalions alld cOlllpellsalion
services. Blldgel and
accollnting services are
provided by a fillancial
lIlallngelllent flllil, while
office services provides
accollllllodaliOIl, eq II iplllen I
and records lIlanagelllenl.
The need for greater efficiency in use of resources,
and pressures for improved responsiveness have
increased work demands. Implementation of
Occupational Health and Safety legislation has
increased responsibilities and reporting
requirements. Changes in the Australian Industrial
Relations system, and delays in the implementation
of new Commonwealth financial management
legislation and a new Public Service Act affected
section activities. The focus on Workplace Bargaining
gave the Authority more operational flexibility.
Future developments that will affect the section
include increasing pressure to recover costs on a
user-pays basis, the need to streamline revenue
collection, outcomes of the funding review for day-
to-day management of the Marine Park, corporate
planning and issue-based reporting, and the
provision of long-term office accommodation.
Strategic Direction
The objectives of the Corporate Services section are
to achieve cost-effective delivery of programs by
providing management and administrative support
to the Authority and its staff; and to increase
capacity for servicing financial needs.
To achieve these objectives, staff relations have been
improved through Enterprise Bargaining and
Industrial Democracy processes. A safe work
environment has been targeted through high
standards of OI-l&S practices. Accommodation
requirements have been met. Continuous improvement programs have been
maintained to foster effective utilisation of resources, and develop staff skills and
knowledge. Provision of information systems adapted to the needs and priorities of
the Authority was another priority.
Achievements
Significant achievements for 1995-96 included:
• implementation of the Agellcy Bnrgnillillg Agreelllelll1994/5
• implementation of the Continuous Improvement in the Australian Public Service
Enterprise Agreement: 1995-96
• formalisation of Joint Consultative Committee arrangements with the
Community and Public Sector Union
• establishment of an OH&S subcommittee
• training of elected OH&S representatives
• completion of an evaluation of a Human Resource Management Information
System for implementation in 1996-97
• further implementation of the Financial Management Information System
• an improved telecommunications system
• meeting short-term office accommodation needs
• participation of one staff member in the Executive Development Scheme
• provision of a placement for an Executive Development Scheme participant.
Performance Analysis
In order to more effectively support the Authority, the Corporate Services section has
improved its operational performance. Staff were able to meet demands for essential
services and accountability requirements in an environment of organisational growth
and great change. Notably, there was no increase in staffing during the year.
Human resource management was characterised by a high level of recruitment
activity. Selection exercises were completed for 27 permanent staff. Five staff
recruited to the Authority were relocated to Townsville upon appointment.
Continued support for the Executive Development Scheme through staff
participation and provision of one placement contributed to the strengthening of
corporate staff resources.
Productivity and effectiveness in financial management were improved through
further development of the Financial Management Information System. Strategic
development of this system to increase capacity and meet changing information and
reporting needs has been considered.
Following on from the evaluation in 1995-96, the anticipated implementation of a
Human Resource Management Information System in 1996-97 will further improve
Corporate Services infrastructure.
Changes in office and travel services have led to more efficient use of resources.
Expansion of the corporate vehicle fleet reduced reliance on short-term rental
vehicles and provided cost savings. Implementation of new telecommunications
•equipment also reduced costs as well as improving the standard of customer service.
The Occupational Health and Safety program was significantly improved dUl'ing the
year. Previously identified shortcomings in OH&S infrastructure and consultation
processes were overcome with the establishment of an OH&S subcommittee and
training of elected representatives. The ongoing corporate focus on workplace health
and safety was reflected in the lodgement of only one workers' compensation claim
during 1995-96.
The work environment was also improved through resolution of short-term
accommodation issues. Office accommodation was expanded to meet current needs
while long-term requirements will be considered as part of strategic resource
planning.
Another indicator of performance was the training and development opportunities
provided for staff. These activities reinforced workplace skills and helped develop
the expertise necessary to meet changing requirements. They were also consistent
with the strategy for continuous improvement both in program delivery and staff
development.
A significant Industrial Democracy achievement dUl'ing the year was the
formalisation of arrangements for the Joint Consultative Committee with the
Community and Public Sector Union. The formalisation of consultation and
communication mechanisms provided a framework for strengthening staff
involvement in improving organisational productivity.
Appendix A Great Barrier Reef
Consultative Committee
The Great Barrier Reef Consllltnlive Cornmitlee was established by the Great Barrier Reef Mari,,/!
Park Acl1975 as an independent advisory body for both the Authority and the Commonwealth
Minister responsible for the environment. Specific functions are defined in section 21 of the Act.
The Consultative Committee represents a wide cross~sectionof interests in the Great Barrier Reef-
from both the public and private sectors-including tourism, fishing, science, conservation, local
government and Aboriginal communities. It consists of members appointed by the Minister for a
three-year term and a member of the Authority nppointed by the Authority for an indefinite term.
Appointments made by the Minister took effect on 16 August 1993. Dr Ian McPhail, the
Authority's appointee, commenced as rnember on 22 February 1995. On 25 January 1996, the
Minister appointed Mrs Irene Butterworth and Ms Penny Figgis to fill vacancies created by the
mid-term departures of Mr Greg McLean and Mr Adrhm Jeffreys.
Membership as at June
Professor Helene Marsh
(Cheirperson)
Mr Harry Bonanno
Councillor Ann Bunnell
Mr Mike Burgess
Mrs Irene Butterworth
Ms 5elly Driml
Ms Penny Figgis
Mr Tony Fontes
Mr Denis Griffith
Mr Eddie Hegerl
Dr Anne Hoggett
Mr Ted Lovedey
Dr Ian McPhail
Mr David Mazitelli
Mr Peter Neville
Mr Peler O'Ciery
Mr Dave Perkins
1996
Jarnes Cook University of North Queensland
Canegrowers
Council of the City of Townsville
Association of Marine Park Tourism Operators
Ginl Dala Council of Elders Aboriginal Corporation
Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource
Economics
Australian Conservation Foundation
Dive Australia
Sunfish
Australian Marine Conservation Society and
Queensland Conservation Council
Lizard Island Research Station
Queensland Commercial Fishermen's
Organisation
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
Commonwealth Department of Industry,
Science and Tourism
Queensland Department of Primary Industries,
Fisheries and Forestry
National Centre for Studies in Travel and
Tourism and Australian Tourism Research Institute
Queensland Department of Environment
The terms of all members appointed by the Minister ceased on 15 August 1996.
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Business Activities
Administrative assistance for the Committee is coordinated by staff of the Authority's secretCtriat
in Townsville. During 1995-96, the Consultative Committee mel three tirnes as follows:
• 3 and 4 August 1995, Townsville
• 2 and 3 November 1995, Cairns
• 11 and 12 April 1996, Brisbane.
Meetings of the Committee are supported by staff of the Authority and indirectly by staff of the
Queensland Departrnent of Environment. During 1995-96, seven olher persons attended meetings
of the Committee to provide professional and expert advice, at no cost to the Committee. These
persons were affiliated with the Hydrographic Office of the Royal Australian Navy, the
Cooperative Research Centre for Ecologically Sustainable Development of the Great Barrier Reef,
the Queensland Department of Primary Industries, Fisheries and Forestry, the Queensland
Cornmcrcial Fishermen's Organisation, the Association of Marine Park Tourism Operators, the
Commonwealth Department of the Environment, Sport and Territories and the Great Barrier Reef
Foundation Lirnited.
In August, the Cornmittee attended a civic reception hosted by the Townsville City Council and
l11et with representatives of both the Townsville and Hinchinbrook Regional Marine Resources
Advisory COI11m.ittees. In November, the Committee held sessions with the Advisory Committees
from CooktOWll, Port Douglas and Cairns and also visited the Hope Vale Aboriginal Community,
north of CoOktOWll, for discussions with some of its members.
Under arrangements established in 1993-94, the Committee l11ay advise, through the Authority, the
Queensland Minister for Environment and the Cooperative Research Centre for Ecologically
Sustainable Development of the Great Barrier Reef.
During the year, the Consultative Committee responded to requests from the Authority for advice
on matters including:
• the Committee's role in the im.plementation of the 25 Year Strategic Plan for the
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area
• the Twelve-Mollth Report all Day-to-day MOIlOgelllellt of the Creat Barrier Reef
Marille Pork 1994-95
• the review of the environmental management charge by Assoc. Prof. Owen Stanley
• operations of the Great Barrier Reef Aquarium
• operations of the Regional Marine Resources Advisory Committees
• mooring and anchoring
• the review of day-to-day management
• mariculture industry development
• exclusive use of the Marine Park.
Advice to the Commonwealth Minister in part concerned:
• the recorded decline of dugong populations south of Cooktown
• legislation relating to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, including coordination
of actions under the Commonwealth's environmental management legislation in
regard to the Marine Park
• general issues concerning membership of the Committee
• the potential for mariculture developments in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
Throughout 1995-96, Committee members encouraged action by their respective government
agencies and industry organisations in dealing with the decline of dugong populations.
The Comt11ittee has found that during this term, Great Barrier Reef issues falling within its
function have increased in number and are becoming more complex, In order to remain responsive
to these issues, the Committee has established a number of working groups that have focused on
particular tasks and so lighten the business of its relatively infrequent meetings.
The COllllllittee has prepared a short paper on its role. This paper, and summary documents of the
COlmnittee's meetings, Clre available on request from the secretariat.
Appendix B Authority
Senior Management
Townsville Office
Dr Ian McPhCli!
Dr Wendy Craik
Ms Dianne Brien
Ms Prue Keen
Mr Ian Burston
Mr Martin Jones
Mr Peter McGinnity
Dr Zena Dinesen
Mr Jon Brodie
Mr Simon Woodley
Mr Norman Austin
Mr John Barrell
Ms Vanessa Elwell-Cavins
Canberra Office
Mr Richard Kenchington
Mr Colin Trinder
Chairperson and Chief Executive Officer
Executive Officer: 1/7/95 - 8/9/95
Senior Director, Education, Aquarium and
Administration
Acting Executive Officer: II /9/95 -10/11 /95;
28/12/95 - 2/1 /96; 29/1/96 - 3/4/96
Senior DirectOl~ Planning and Environmental
Management
Acting Executive Officer: 13/11/95 - 21/12/95;
8/1/96 - 26/1 /96; 8/4/96 - 30/6/96
DirectOl~ Education/Information
Director, Aquarium
Director, Planning
Director, Environmental Impact MClnagement:
1/7/95 - 30/10/95
Director, Park Management Policy: 1/11/95 - 30/6/96
Director, Research and Monitoring
Director, External Services
Director, Administration: 4/3/96 - 30/6/96
Acting DireclO!~ Administration: 1/7/95 - 9/8/95;
18/12/95 - 1/3/96
Acting Director, Administration: 10/8/95 -15/12/95
Senior Director, External Services
Acting Director, Canberra Office
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An entire publicntion list is available from the Authority. This list contains those publications
produced during 1995 and 1996 as well as current mcmagcment publications.
Workshop Series (ISSN 01 S6-5842)
21. Tile JO/III Brewer Reef Flontillg /-Iolel : n Cnse-Study;,/ Mari"c Ellviro1J1IIelltnJ Monitorillg : Proceedi/lgs
of n GBRMPA Works/lOp reviewillg /I,e EIII1;roll1l1ellfnl MOllitori1lg Program, held ill TowJlsville, Aus/ralin
ill Decell/ber 1989,1995, eds V. J-1orriott ond P. Soenger, GBRMPA, Townsville. ISBN 0 642174296
Technical Memorandum Series (ISSN 0817-6094)
GBRMPA-TM-16. Accelemted Regellemtioll of Hard Corn Is : a Mali/wi for Coml Reef Users alld
MflIIagers, lilly 1987, 1995, V. J. Harriott & D. A. Fisk, GBRMPA, Townsville, ISBN 0 642 12032 3
Research Publication Series (ISSN 1037-1508)
34. Biological alld Chemical Ocenllogmp}/ic MeaslIrements ill flie Far Northern Great Barrier Reef:
Februnry 1990, 1996, M. Furnos el aI., GBRMPA, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 17430 X
36. Nitrogell alld Pllospllorus Blldgels for tile Celllmi Great Barrier Reef Silelf, 1995, M. Furnos,
A. W. Mitchell & M. Skuza, GBRMPA, Townsville. ISBN 0 64217415 6
38. TOllrist Perceptiolls of tile Great Barrier Reef, Marcil 1988, 1995, F. M. Vandoy, GBRMPA,
Townsville. ISBN 0 642 17422 9
39. Review of tile Crowlls~of-tllOms StmfisiE ResearciE CVII/II/ittee (COTSREC) Progmm, 1996, B. Lassig,
U. Engelhardt, 1'. Moran & Tenshi Ayukoi, GBRMI'A, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 23000 5
Ocean Rescue 2000 Workshop Series (ISSN 1324-3799)
1. Towards a Marille RegiOllnlisatioll for Allstmlia : Proceedillgs of a WorksiEop IIelrl ill Sydney, New SOlltll
Wnles, 4-6 MarciE 1994, 1995, ed.l. Muldoon, GBRMPA, [Townsville). ISBN 0 642 17439 3
Miscellaneous Publications
Cnil'lls Sectiol1 Management Plnlls (with emphasis o11111flllngc11Ielli of 11100ril1g fllld flllcllOrillg): Discllssion
Paper for PlIblic COllllllellt, 1995, GBRMPA, Townsville. lSBN 0 642 174377
COlltrollillg CmwlI~of~tllOms Starflsll, 1995, B. Lassig, GBRMPA/CRC Reef Research CenIre,
Townsville. ISBN 0 642 17421 0
A Global Represelltative System of Marille Protected Arens, 1995, principal eds G. Kelleher, C. Bleakley
& S. Wells, The Greol Barrier Reef Morine Park Authority, The World Bonk and The World
Conservation Union (IUCN), Washington, D.C.
Tile Great Barrier Reef, Keepillg 11 Great: a 25 Yenr Stmtegic Plall for tiEe Great Barrier Reef Worlrl
Heritnge Aren, 1994-2019, 1994, GBRMI'A, Townsville. ISBN 0 642174121 ISBN 0 642 174369
(Appendix)
Great Bnrrier I,eef Marille Park Mmlllal, 1996, GBRMPA, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 23006 4
Reef COlI/lIl1l1lientioll. ISBN 0 642 23007 2
Reef Leamillg Gllide. ISBN 0 642 23008 0
Reef Esselltials. ISBN 0 642 23009 9
Reef Ullderstalldillg. ISBN 0642230102
Low Isles Dmft Mallagell/ellt Plall for Low Islets (Lowlslalld & Woody Islaml) alldl,eef, 1992,
GBRMPA/QDEI-I, Townsville. ISBN 0 642174091
Ollr Sea, Our Plfture: Major Filldi1lgs of the State of the Mari1le EllVirOlll1lellt Report for Australia, 1995,
compo L. P. Zann, GBRMPA for the Depflrtment of the Environment, Sport and Territories, Ocean
Rescue 2000 Program, Townsville. ISBN 064217391 5
Overview of Cail'lls Sectio/l MaltagelJle1lt Plalls (with elJlphasis 011 lIlaltagellle/l! of mooril/g alld alle/lOrhlg) :
Discussioll Paper and Proposcd Best Ellvirolllllental Practices for lite Great Barrier l?eef: for PHlllic
COllllllelll, 1995, GBRMPA, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 173485
PIn/ill illS for Cl'OwlI-of-lIlOrIIS Stolfisll Poplliotioll lllcrmses, 1995, B. Lassig, GBRMPA/CRC Reef
Research Centre, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 17423 7
The Qlleellslollri Nickel MOllosell/ell1 Appml : a Case SllIriy of the Appmls Process, 1995, S. P. Hillman,
GBIU"IPA, Townsville. ISBN 0 64217414 8
Reefploll : All Oil Spill COlltillsellcy Policy DOCIIlllellt for the Greol Barrier Reef WorJrl Herilose Arm,
[19961, Australian Maritime Safety Authority, [Cclilberra].
State of O,e Great Barrier Reef Ir\'orld Heritage Area Report: Tee/mical Workshop: AIJslracts and Progralll,
November 27-291995, Mcrcllre IUJI, Woolcock Slreet, Towllsville, 1995, GI3RMPA, Townsville.
ISBN 0 642 23001 3
Tlte Sln!e of fhe Marillc Ellvirawl/elll Reporf for Australia: Tee/mical AIl/lex 1 : Tile Marine Envirollment,
1995, eds L. P. Zann & P. J. Kailob, GBRMPA for the Department of the Environment, Sport and
Territories, Ocean Rescue 2000 Program, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 173990
TlTe Stafe of tlte Marine EIlVil'OJl1l/eilt Report for Allstrnlia : 7ce/lllical Allllex 2: Pollutioll, 1995, eds
L. P. Zann & D. C. Sutton, GBRMPA for the Department of the Environment, Sport i\nd Territories,
Ocean Rescue 2000 Program, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 17406 7
Tllrlle allri DIISOIIS COllservatioll Stratesy for lire Grcol Barrier Reef Morille Park, 1994, ed. N. Ellis,
GBRMPA, Townsville. ISBN 0 642 174199
WlrilslI/lriay Nafiollol nJlri Marille Parks: Draft MOllosell/ellt Plall, October 1993, 1993, GBRMPA and
QDEH, Towusville. ISBN 0 642 17418 0
Aquarium Publications
Coralilles : Masozille of lI,e Great Barrier Reef Aqllorill/II (fSSN 1037-0684), vol. 1(l) -, 1991 -
Education Programs
Sillk Or Swim Years 5-7, 1996, Great Barrier Reef Aquarium, Townsville.
ISBN 0 642 23002 1
llllaerCJlI'I'ellts Years 6-9, 1996, Great Barrier Reef Aquarium, Townsville.
ISBN 0 642 23003 X
Polll/tioll Soll/ti01l Years 7-9, 1996, Great Barrier Reef Aqui\rium,
Townsville. ISBN 0 642 23004 8
Heads, Tnils, FillS alld Scales Years 8-12,1996, Great Barrier Reef Aquarium,
Townsville. ISBN 0 642 23005 6
Senworks : Resollrces for Primary Scltools: Specific £ducntioll Activities, 1996, Great Barrier Reef
Aquarium Volunteers Association of Townsville Inc., Townsville. ISBN 0 646 27391 4
Aquarium Brochures
Be i1l lite Swim: Become a Voll/llfeer with the Great Barrier Reef Aql/aril/1II, [1996], Great Barrier Reef
Aguariulll, Townsville.
Experience the AqllariulIl aflcr dnrk, [1995], Great Barrier Reef Aguarium, Townsville.
Experiellce the LiviJlg Classro01ll, [1996], Great Barrier Reef Aquarium, Townsville.
Great Barrier Reef Aqllarium, [19951, Great Barrier Reef Aguariurn, Townsville.
Tile Greal Barrier Reef Aql/aril/1II : YOl/rs 364 days of the year..., [1995], Great Barrier Reef Aguarium,
Townsville.
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Brochures
Code of Praclice: Divillg all Shipwrecks arolllld Magllelic Islalld, c. 1995, GBRMPA/QDEH, Townsville.
Code of Practice for Reef Walkillg, 1995, GBRMPA/QDEH, Townsville.
Corporale Plall 1994-1999, (1994], GBRMPA, Townsville.
Crowll-of-lllOms slOlfish all Ihe Creal Barrier Reef: Ihe facls, 1996, CRC Reef Research Centre/GBRMPA,
Townsville.
Fishillg: The effecls all Ihe Creal Barrier Reef?, 1996, GBRMPA, Townsville.
The Creal Barrier Reef, Keepillg It Creal: a 25 Year Siralegic Plall for Ihe Creal Barrier Reef World Herilage
Area, c. 1994, GBRMPA, Townsville.
Creat Barrier /<eef Marille Park Research Permits: Cllidelilles for Applieallls, 1994, GBRMPA, Townsville.
Serial Publications
AII/II/al Report (ISSN 0155-8072), 1976-77-
BlIl1elill (ISSN 0725-0886/0705-8764)
Corpora Ie Plall (ISSN 1039-8538), 1992-1997-
Creal Bonier Reef Referellce File: Iss lies, Facts, Figllres, Brief 1 -,1993-
Oceall Resclle 2000 Sea Noles (ISSN 1324-6887), 1994-
Sengrass
Ballast water
Marille protected areas
Oceall Resclle 2000 Updale (ISSN 1320-0828), April 1993-
Reef COllllectiolls: a Newslelter for the Reef Based TOllrist IlIdllstry, no. 1 -, 1993-
REEF Ctmml Awarelless BlIl1elill AII/II/al (ISSN 0813-7897), 1983-
Reef Research: Newslelter of the Research alld MOllilorillg Sectioll (ISSN 1037-0692), vol. 1(1) -, 1991 -
Sea CO/lIllry, no. 1 -, 1995-
Audiovisual Productions
Deckhand: a Video Magazine for QueeJls/mld Commercial Fishermen (video recording) Edition 1 -,
1989/90 -
Creat Bonier Reef Marille Park MO/II/al, 11996J, GBRMPA, Townsville.
Reef Essentials. (video recording, 45 minutes)
Reef 11lldersfnudi/lg. (video recording, 120 minutes)
Marille Protecled Areas: Special Places (video recording, 45 minutes) 1995, GBRMPA, Townsville.
Reef Report (video recording) 1 -, 1987-
Saltwaler People (television documentary, 54 minutes) 1996, GBRMPA, Townsville.
Maps
COII/pallioll Map 10 Creal Barrier Reefl:2 200 000 1995, GBRMPA, Townsville. (BRA Q172)
Zoning Information
All current zoning plans, as statutory publications, are listed below.
Far Northern Section
Great Barrier Reef Marillt! Park: Far Norlhem Secfio" ZOll;ug Plall, 1985, GBRMPA, Townsville.
ISBN 0 642 52433 5 (Currently out of print but available at the Authority Library.)
Cairns Section
Great Barrier Reef Mnrillc Park: Caims Seeliol! ZOJlillg Plml, 1992, GBRMPA, Townsville.
ISBN 0 642 12019 6
Central Section
Great Barrier Reef Marille Park: Central Seelioll Zonillg Plall, 1987, GBRMPA, Townsville.
ISBN 0 642 52553 6
Mackay/Capricorn Section
Great Barrier Reef Mar/lie Park: Mackay/Capr/com Sectioll ZOllillg Plml, 1987, GBRMPA, Townsville.
ISBN 0 642 12008 0
Freedom of Information
Documents available for purchase (including bulk-purchase) through selected
outlets
Nomiuation of tlte Great Barrier Reef by the COlll1llOllwealth of Australia for il/clusion ill tile WorM Heritage
List, GBRMPA, 1981
Creat Barrier Reef Marhle Park Act 1975 Clnd Regulations
Companion Map to Great Barrier Reef
Maps of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Research reports and workshop proceedings
Various information brochures, books, posters and audiovisual productions
Documents available free of charge for single copies from the Authority's
Townsville office
Annual Report
Corporate Plan
Strategic Plan
Environmental Managell''lent Charge information booklets
Zoning Plans and Zoning Plan Introductory Guides
Selected maps of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Media releases and communiques
Newsletters e.g. Reef Research, Sea COlli/fry
Infonnation brochures, bulletins and leaflets
Facilities for access
The Townsville office holds most of the documents relating to the Authority, its Office and the
Great Barrier Reef Consultative Committee. It is possible to arrange access to documents, avnilnble
under provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, through either the Canberra or Townsville
office (see addresses below), or at the State FOI Inforrnation Access Office. Staff are available to
provide assistnnce in relation to any aspect of FOI requests.
Members of the public may make inquiries on FOI matters and inspect documents to which access
has been grnnted at either office. Business hours, Monday to Friday, are 8.30 a.m. - 4.50 p.m.
Formal requests for access to documents must be directed to the offices listed in the following
section.
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Information about facilities for access by disabled persons can be obtained by contacting the FOI
Officer at the Townsville office.
The following facilities for access are maintained at the Townsville office:
• computer printer· microfiche reader. film and slide projectors
• video and audio tape recorders· photocopy machine· reading areas.
FOI procedures and initial contact points
Inquiries may be made in writing, by telephone or in person at the official FOI access points listed
below. It is also suggested that inquirers give a telephone number.
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
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2-68 Flinders Street
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
Telephone (077) 500 700
Acorn House, 37 Torrens Street
BRADDON ACT 2612
Telephone (06) 247 0211
PO Box 1379
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
Facsimile (077) 726 093
GPO Box 791
CANBERRA ACT 2601
Facsimile (06) 2475761
If any difficulty arises in the identification of a document or in providing access in the form
requested, an officer of the Authority will contact the applicant with a vicw to resolving the
difficulty.
In consultation with applicants, documents will be made available by mail to the address specified
by the applicant or at the official FOJ access points.
The authorised decision makers under the Act for the Authority and the Consultative Committee,
with official addresses for the lodging of requests, are;
The Executive Officer
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
PO Box 1379
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
The Secretary
Great Barrier Reef Consultative Committee
PO Box 1379
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
Appendix D
Published
Staff Papers
or Presented
in 1995-96
Copies of the following papers are available from the Librarian, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority.
During the yeal~ many brief or newspaper articles were published on a range of topics concerning
the Ocean Rescue 2000 Prograrn. For rnore information about these articles contact the Coordinator,
Ocean Rescue 2000 Program, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville.
Benzaken, D. 1995, 'Values do matter: managing cultural and social diversity brings better
protection' [abslmct!, in Stale of the Creal Barrier Reef World Heritage Area Reporl tee/mienl workshop,
November 27-291995, Mercllre 1//11, Woolcock Streel, TowlIsville: abstracts alld progral1l, Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 12.
Benzaken, D. and Aston, j. 1995, 'Monitoring activities in the GBR, challenges and opportunities'
labslmcl!. in Slate of tI,e Creal Barrier Reef World Heritage Area Report lee/mienl workshop,
November 27-29 1995, MCI'cllre lilli, Woo/cock Street, Townsville: abstracts and program, Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, pp. 12-13.
Berkelmans, R. 1995, 'Shoalwater Bay: planning for a new marine park', Reef Research, 5(3),
pp.7-9.
l3leakley, C. "1995, 'A cooperative program to implement the Marine Protected Areas Report'
labstract], in Sustainable financillg mechanisl1ls for coral reef conservalioll: proceedillgs of a workshop held
at Ihe World Balik, Wasl,illgtoll D.C., }lIl1e 23 1995, eds A. Hooten and M. Hatziolos, World Bank,
Washington D.C., (Environmentally sustainable developtnent proceedings series, no. 9), p. 15.
Bleflkley, C. 1996, 'A globfll system of marine protected areas', Ec05 : a Review of Conservatioll, 17(1),
pp.39-43.
Brien, D. 1995, Moving from enforcement to empowerment: harnessing community resources,
pflper presented to Globall3iodiversity Forum 1995, Marine and Coastal Biodiversity Workshop,
jflkflrta, Indonesia, 4-5 November 1995, sponsored by the IUCN.
Brodie, j. 1995, '''Vater quality and pollution control', in Coaslall1lalmgemellt illihe Asia~Pac'fic
regioll : issues alld approaclles, eds K. Holla and 1. Dutton, Japan International Marine Science and
Technology Federation, Tokyo, pp. 39-56.
Brodie, J. and Furnas, M. 1995, Cyclones, river flood plumes find natural water quality extremes in
the central Great Barrier Reet paper presented to Conference on Downstreml1 Effects of Lflnd Use,
held at Centml Queensland University, Rockhampton, Australifl, 26-28 April 1995, sponsored by
the Queensland Department of Primary Industries.
Drodie, J. 1996, 'Nutrient and sediment pollution, find its effects', in Proceedillgs of tile workshop 011
eutropllicatioll ill tropicalmarille systems: tile impacts alld mmmgclI/lml of 11Ilfrielll pol/lllion, ed. T. Ward,
UNBp, Bangkok, (RCU/BAS techl)ical report series, no. 8), pp. 15-20.
Brodie, L Furnas, M., Mitchelt A., Steven, A., Skuza, M., Devlin, M., Trolt, L., Rayment, G.,
Gladstone, W. find Evans, L. "1995, 'Water quality monitoring in the GBR region' [abstract!, in State
of Ille Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area Reporllee/II/ienl worksllop, Novelllber 27-291995, Merellre
11m, Woolcock Street, Towllsville: abstracts alld progml1l, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority,
Townsville, p. "]3.
Cook, C. 1996, 'Coflstfll impacts on the mangrove fringe: what cfln GBRMPA do?', in Mallgroves: a
resource lIuder illreal : all issue for /lIe central Queellslal/(i coasl : proceedillgs of a sylllfJosilfllllleld, Friday
27 Oclober 1995, Lecillre Tllealre cladstoll<' Call1plls, Cel/lml Qlleellslal/d Ulliversity, eds D. Hopley and
L. Warner, james Cook University of North Queensland and Australian Marine Science
Consortium, TownsviJle, pp. 80-86.
Crflik, W. and Shorthouse, B. 1995, The role of the GI3RMPA in fisheries management, paper
presented to Fisheries Management Course, Mercure Inn, Townsville, Australia, May 1995,
sponsored by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority and the Queensland Depnrtment of
Environment and Heritage.
Davies, S. 1995, 'The Imflge Collection at the Great Darrier Reef Marine Park Authority', Exlm
Special, 1995(6), p. 4.
DflY, J., Baldwin, J. and ""filter, D. 1995, 'OflY to day managemenl of the Great Barrier Reef Mmine
Park: management fit the crossroads' fabstract], in Slate of the Great Barrier H..eef World Heritage Area
Report tec/mienl works/lOp, Novelllber 27-291995, Mercllre 11m, Woolcock Street, Tow1Isville: abslmcfs alln
program, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 16.
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Day, J., Walter, D., Burston, I. and Baldwin, J. 1995, Day-ta-day 1l111l\<tgement of the Great Barrier
Reef World Heritage Area: management at the crossroads, paper presented to State of the Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage Area Report Technical Workshop, Townsville, Australia,
November 27-291995, sponsored by the Great Barrier Reef Marine P<lrk Authority, with support
frorn eRe Reef Research Centre, Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage,
Queensland Depilrlmcnt of Primary Industries, Qucensl<1nd Fisheries Management Authority and
the Australian Institute of Marine Science.
Dinesen, Z. 1995, New di.rectiolls in management of research in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
[abstractl, paper presented to Australian Coral Reef Society National Conference and Annual
General Meeting, Southern Cross University, Lismore, Australia, 8-9 July 1995.
Dinesen, Z. and Oliver, J. 1995, 'Tourism impacts' labstract), in State of the Creat Barrier Reef World
Heritage IIrea Report leellllieni workshop, Novelllver 27-291995, Mercllre lilli, Woolcock Street, Towllsville
:abstracts and program, Great Bmrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 17.
Engelhardt, U., Lassig, B., Sweatman, H., Bass, D. and Miller, I. 1995, 'Statlls 01 the GBR World
Heritage Area: crown-ol-thorns starfish' [abstract), in State of Ihe Greal Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area Reportteellllieni workshop, Novellllier 27-291995, Mercllre 11111, Woolcock Street, TowlIsville:
abstracts aud progralll, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 20.
Furnas, M. and Brodie, J. 1995, Current status of nutrient levels and other water quality parmneters
in the Great Barrier Reef, paper presented to Conference on Downstream Effects of Land Use, held
at Central Queensland University, Rockhampton, Australia, 26-28 April 1995, sponsored by the
Queensland Department of Primary lndustries.
Gabrie, c., Planes,S., Baldwin, J., Bonvallot, Chauvet, C., Vernaudon, Y., Payri, C. and Galzin, R.
1994, 'Study of the coral reefs of Bora-Bora (Society Archipelago, French Polynesia) for the
development of a conservation and management plan', Deem! and Coastal Mmmgemellf, 25,
pp. 189-216.
Hamner, W., Jones, M. and Hamner, P. 1995, 'Swimm.ing, feeding, circulation and vision in the
Australian box jellyfish, Chirollcx [feckel'i (Cnidaria : Cubozoa)', Marille ami Freshwater Research, 46,
pp. 985-990.
Hauenschild, P. 1995, A deep-dive into hands~on science, paper presented to Australian Science
Teachers Association Conference, Brisbane, Australia, September 1995.
Hillman, 5.1995, lnventory of coral reefs in the area affected by the Herbert River (and others)
catchments: technical working document for EAS~35, paper prepared for Integrated management
of watersheds in relation to the management and conservation of coastal and marine areas in the
East Asian Seas region, Phase 1 - Assessm.ent of the Effects of Sediments, Nutrients and Pollutant
Discharges on Coastal Wetlands, Seagrass Areas and Coral Reefs: the 1st Workshop of the UNEP
EAS-35 Project, Bangkok, Thailand, April 1995, sponsored by the United Nations Environment
Programme.
Hillman, S. 1995, Regional overview of inventories for coral reefs in the East Asian Seas region,
paper presented to Integrated management of \vatersheds in relation to the Inanagement and
conservation of coastal and marine areas in the East Asian Seas region, Phase 1 - Assessment of the
Effects of Sediments, Nutrients and Pollutant Discharges on Coastal vVetlands, Seagrass Areas and
Coral Reefs: the 1st Workshop of the UNEP EAS-35I'roject, Bangkok, Thailand, April 1995,
sponsored by the United Nations Environment Progranune.
Hillman, S. 1995, Guidelines for field staff: coral reefs: report to EAS/RCU [sicl for Project EAS-
35, paper prepared for Integrated management of watersheds in relation to the management and
conservation of coastal and marine areas in the East Asian Seas region, Phase 1 - Assessment of the
Effects of Sediments, Nutrients and Pollutant Dischnrges on Coastal Wetlands, Seagrass Areas and
Coral Reefs: the 1st Workshop of the UNEP EAS-35 Project, Bangkok, Thailand, April 1995,
sponsored by the United Nations Environment Programme.
Hillman, S. and Berkelmans, R. 1995, Synopsis of coral reefs in the East Asian [sic] region by
country, paper prepared for Integrated management of watersheds in relation to the management
and conservation of coastal and marine areas in the East Asian Seas region, Phase 1 - Assessment
of the Effects of Sediments, Nutrients and Pollutl\nt Discharges on Coastl\l "Vetlands, Seagrass
Arens nnd Cornl Reefs: the "1st Workshop of the UNEP EAS-35 Project, Bnngkok, Thnitnnd, April
1995, sponsored by the United Nations Environment Programme.
Hondlin, C. 1996, Planning for latent capacity: a case study in managing increasing touriSll'lUSe in
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, paper presented to Coast to Coast '96 : Australia's Coastal
Management Conference, Adelaide, South Australia, 17-19 April 1996.
Hulsman, K., O'Neill, P. and Stokes, T. 1995, 'Status of seabirds on the Great Barrier Reef'
[nbstrnctl, in Slole of ti,e GrenlBorrier Reef World Heritage Area Reporl/eclmienl worksltop,
Novemver 27-291995, Mercure 11111, Woolcock Street, Towllsville: abstracts fwd program, Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 24.
Kenchington, R. 1995, 'Future prospects for coastal zone management', in Coastalma"agemellt ill tile
Asia-Pacific region: issll(!s aud appronclzes, eds K. HoUa and I. Dutton, Japan International Marine
Science and Technology Federation, Tokyo, pp. 385-392.
Kenchington, R. 1995, 'Mentoring for sustainability' labstract!, in Sustainable fillaucillg meclznllisms
for coml reef cOllseruolioll : proceedillgs ofa worksltop lteld at tlte World Balik, Wosltillgtoll D.C., jlme 23
1995, eds A. Hooten nnd M. Hatziolos, World Bnnk, Washington D.C., (Environmentally
sustainable development proceedings series, no. 9), pp. 13-14. [Library does not hold copyl
Kenchington, R. 1995, 'Environmental management', in Mallagi/lg a"d protectiug tile offsllore estate,
ed. J. McCnffrie, Austrnlian Defence Studies Centre, Canberra, pp. 59-66.
Kenchington, R. and Kelleher, G. 1995, 'Making a m"nagement plan', in Mari/le protected areas:
prillciples olld teclmiqlles for mOllogell/ellt, ed. S. Gubbay, Chnpman nnd Hall, London, pp. 85-102.
Kenchington, R. and Muldoon, J. 1995, Resource protection: ml\naging Australia's maritime estate,
p"per presented Lo Environmentally Responsible Defence: an Australian Academy ofSciellce
Fenner Conference on the Environn1cnt, Canberra, 8-10 November 1995, sponsored by the
Australian Defence Forces Academy.
Kenchington, R. and Taylor, P. (in press), 'New frontiers in environmental management', APP£A
jOl/l'llol.
McGinnity, P. and Williams, A. 1995, 'Planning for the Great Barrier Rcef Marine Park: beyond the
zoning plnn' [abstrnctl, in State of the Greol Bor/'ier I~eef World Heritage Area I~eport tecllllieni workshop,
November 27-297995, Mercure lilli, Woolcock SIred, TOlUlIsville: abstracts nlld program, Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 28.
McPhail, I. 1995, Future directions for the GBRMPA, pnper presented to GBRMI'A Lunch Time
Seminar Series, Townsville, Australia, May 1995, sponsored by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority.
McPhait, I. 1996, On the edge: the Great Bnrrier Reef into the next century: the 1996}. P. Thomson
oration, paper presented to Royal Geographical Society of Queensland Meeting, Brisbane,
Queenslnnd, 7 May 1996, sponsored by the Roynl Geogrnphicnl Society of Queensland Inc.
McPhnil, I. 1996, Managing the Grent Barrier Reef World Heritage Area: the next steps, pnper
presented to World Heritage Mnnngers Workshop, Rnvenshoe, Queenslnnd, April 1996.
McPhail, I. 1996, The changing environment of managing use in the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area, paper presented to ABARE Outlook '96 Conference, Melbourne, Victoria, February
1996, sponsored by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics.
McPhail, I. 1996, Resourcing the management of the coastal zone at a variety of scales, paper
presented to Coast to Coast '96 : Australia's Coastal Management Conference, Adelaide, South
Australin, 17-19 April 1996.
McPhail, I. 1996, 'Tourism and the environment: the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park', Significaut
£I/"irolllllelllol Speeches, 5(2), pp. 22-27.
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Oliver, J. 1995, 'Is the "lin1its of acceptable change" concept lIseful for environmental managers?
A case study from the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority', in C01Iservation through slistnillnlJlc
lise of wildlife, cds G. Grigg, P. Hale and D. Lunney, University of Queensland, Centre (or
Conservation Biology, Brisbane, pp. 131-139.
Oliver, j. 1996, 'The Great Barrier Reef monitoring program' [abstractl, in Proceedillgs of lite works/wI'
011 clilropllicnliol1 illlropicall1lor;lIc systems: tile i/1/pacts (md management of 111lfricHf pollution, ed.
T. Ward, UNEP, Bangkok, (RCU/EAS technical report series, no. 8), p. 69.
Robertson,]. 1995, 'Management of fisheries in the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area'
[abstract I, in Slale of lite Creal Ba,.,.ier Reef World Herilage Aren Reporllecltllicn/works/wl',
November 27-291995, Mercllre 11111, Woo/cock slreel, Towllsville: abslmels alld progmm, Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 32.
Smith, G., Williams, R. and Lawrence, D. 1995, 'Indigenous use and management in the Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage Area' (abstractl, in slale of I//e Creal Barrier Reef World Herilage Aren
Reporlleclmicnl worksllop, November 27-291995, MerCl/re lilli, Woo/cock slreet, Towllsville: abslmcls alld
program, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 33.
Sparkes, S. 1995, 'Legislation protecting the GBR World Heritage Property?' [abstract], in slale of
Ille Creal Barrier Reef World Heritage Area Repor/leelmicnl worksllop, November 27-291995, Mercllre
11m, Woolcock Street, Townsville: abstracts and program, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority,
Townsville, p. 34.
Steven, A. 1996, 'The Great Barrier Reef ENCORE experiment' labstract], in Proceedillgs of Ille
worksllop 011 eutropllicatioll in tropical mari/le systems: tile impacts amlmal1agemeut of 1llltriellt pollution,
ed. T. Ward, UNEI~ Bangkok, (RCU/EAS technical report series, no. 8), p. 71.
Steven, A. 1995, 'Historicitl fertiliser usage in catchments adjitcent to the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park', Reef l~eseorcll, 5(3), pp. 16-20.
Stokes, T. 1996, 'Helicopter effects upon nesting white-bellied sea-engles and upon smaller birds at
an isolated protected location (Eshelby Island, Great Barrier Reef, Australia)', Corella, 20(1),
pp.25-28.
Stokes, '1"., Bryant, W., Edwards, J. and Marshall, D. 1995, Integrating envirOlunental planning for
the Shoalwater Bay Military Training Area labstract], paper presented to Enviromnentally
Responsible Defence: an Australian Academy of Science Fenner Conference on the Environment,
Canberra, 8-10 November 1995, sponsored by the Australian Defence Forces Academy.
Stokes, T., Hulsman, K., Ogilvie, P. and O'Neill, P. 1996, 'Management of human visitation to
seabird islands of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park region', Corella, 20(1), pp. 1-13.
Storrie, J. 1995, Protecting the Great Barrier Reef from marine oil spills: prevention and response,
paper presented to Conference on Transport, Infrastructure and the Environment: Planning to
Avoid Disasters, Sydney, New South Wales, 29 Novel'nber - 1 December 1995.
Storrie, J. and Hondlin, D. 1995, The role of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority in port
operations and development, paper presented to Developing Direction Conference 1995, held in
Brisbane, Australia, 5 October 1995, sponsored by the Ports Corporation Queensland.
Storrie, J. and Raaymakers, S. 1995, What is the future of bioremediation for the clean-up of oil
spills in the Great Barrier Reef, paper presented to Petrochem '95 Conference, Melbourne, Victoria,
22-24 November 1995.
Wachenfeld, D. 1995, 'Long-term changes in coral reef-flat benthic communities: what can we
learn from historical photographs?' [abstractl, in siale of Ihe Creal Barrier Reef World Herilage Areo
Rel'0rl'eclll/icn/Illorksh0l', Novell/ber 27-291995, Mercllre 11/1/, Woolcock slreel, Tow/lsvi"e: abslmcls alld
progral1l, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, p. 35.
Wachenfeld, D. 1995, 'What's out there? A century of change on coral reef-flats, or not: the
historical photographs project', Reef Research, 5(3),,Pp. 10-12.
Wachenfeld, D. 1995, 'Long-term reef-flat dynamics in the Great Barrier Reef: the historical
photographs project', Reef E/Icolllller, 18, pp. 7-10.
\.yilliams, A. 1996, Tourism and management of the Great Barrier Reef Mnrine Park, paper
presented to Planning and Sustainable Tourisrn SeminaJ~ l3andung, Indonesia, 25-30 June 1996,
sponsored by the Australian Dept of Foreign Affairs and Trade through QUI.
Williams, A. 1996, Tourism and management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park [summary
document], paper presented to Plcmning and Sustainable Tourism Seminal', Bandung, Indonesia,
25-30 June 1996, sponsored by the Australian Dept of Foreign Affairs and Trade through QUT.
Appendix E Advisory
Committees
Full membership lists of these advisory committees are available from the Authority.
Committees comprise representatives of relevant agencies and user groups as agreed to by those
organisations and/or the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.
Crown-of-thorns Starfish Research Committee (COTSREC)
Advisory Committee on Research into the Effects of Fishing in the Great Barrier Reef Region
Torres Strait Baseline Study Advisory Committee
Monitoring Advisory Committee
Water Quality Technical Advisory Panel
SOMER Advisory Committee
Great Barrier Reef Aquarium Advisory Board
Socio-cultural Economic Research Committee
Regional Mal'illC ResoJll'ces Advisory Committees
Cooktown Region Marine Resources Advisory Cornmittee
Douglas Marine Resources Advisory Committee
Cairns Region Marine Resources Advisory Committee
Mission Beach Region Marine Resources Advisory Committee
Hinchinbrook Region Marine Resources Advisory Committee
Townsville Region Marine Resources Advisory Committee
Whitsunday Coastal Advisory Committee
Mackay Regional Marine Resources Advisory Committee
Capricornia Fisheries Advisory Committee
Gladstone Region Marine Resources Advisory Committee
Bundaberg & the Coral Isles Marine Park Advisory Committee
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Appendix F Representation
on External Committees
AI/strnlinll CeHfre for Tropical Freshwater Research Advisory COII/II/iitee - Jon Brodie
Australiall CO/1/lIlittee for ]UCN (The World COllservafioll UlIiOIl) - Ian McPhail, Dianne Brien
Austmliall COII/lllittec for lllCN (The World COllservnfiol1 Llllioll) Mari/le Subcolllmittee ~ Joan Phillips
Australiall II/stitl/ie of Maritimc Law Advisory Committee - Stephen Sparkes
Australiall Public Service RegiollnJ Directors Group - Dianne Brien
Caims Pori Technical Advisory COlllmittee - Nlartin Robinson
COllllllollwealtllllller-rleporllllelltol COllllllillee (IOC) (Cope York Pellillsllio LOllrl Use Stralegy) - Joan
Phillips
CRC Effects of Fisllillg Sleerillg COlllllliltee - Ian McPhail
eRe Reef Research CCHtre User Advisory Group - Jon Brodie, Zena Dinesen
Downstream Effects of AgriCIIltul't1/ Practices CO/1//1/ittee - Jon Brodie
Ellvironlllcllf Policy Coordillatioll COll/lllilfee - Ian McPhail
INTROMARC MOllagemell1 Commiltee - Richard Kenchington, Simon Woodley
jCU/AIMS/GBRMPA Lioisoll Commillee - Ian McPhail
Marille Study for Torres Strait Ellvirolllllellt alld Resource Stmlegy (MaSTERS) - Jim Muldoon
MOllitorillg Arlvisory Commillee (AIMS, GBRMPA) - Jamie Oliver
NatiOlla1 Plall Advisory Committee - John Baldwin
Oceall ResClIe 2000 Marine Protected Area Tec/mien' Advisory COll/mittee - Jim Muldoon
QIICellSlalld Aquacullure Development Advisory COlllll/ittee - Jon Brodie
QueclIslalld Fisheries Policy COI/Ilcil - Ian McPhail
Queciisialid Illtegmted Catchment Mallagell/ellt Coordillatillg CO/1/ll/ittce - Prue Keen
Integrated Catchmcnt Mallagcment Awareness alld Eduentioll Subcommittee for the Queellslalld
Catch/1/ent Mallagement Coordillatillg Committee - Dianne Brien
Queenslaud National Piau Oil POl/UtiOIl CO/1/mittee - Prue Keen
Queensland State of the Environment Report: Marille, Coastal alld Estuarille Ellvir01l1l1ellts Sectoml
Workillg Grollp - Jamie Oliver
Rail/e Island Scielltific Advisory COII/mittee - Jamie Oliver
Rec/mac - John Robertson
Reef Tourism 2005 Steerhlg COll/mittee - Prue Keen
Sir George Fisher Celltre Advisory COll/ll/iffee - Simon \"'oodley
Steerillg COlllmittee 011 IJl!onJ/alioll, Edllentioll alld Advertising (DEST) - Dianne Brien
Sugar Research alld Developmellt Corporatio/l Program 6 Advisory Party ~ Jon Brodie
Torres Stmit £lIviro/llllellt Managemellt C01llmittee - Sylvia Spring
Torres Stmit Fisheries Scielltific Advisory COlIJmittee - Simon ,",Voodley
Torres Simil Joilll Advisory COl1lwittee - Jon Brodie
Towllsville Ellterprise Tourism Advisory Committee - Ian Burston, Loretta Saunders
TOllJllsuille Port Technical Advisory Committee - Pruc Keen
n-nwlllInc - Peter McGinnity
Y,'opical Mar;'Ie Ecosyslem Project (TROMES) TecJII,;cal Advisory Comll,illee - Jim Muldoon, Richard
Kenchington, Simon \oVoodley
Permanent Temporary All
Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Total
Classification FIT PIT FIT PIT FIT PIT FIT PIT FIT PIT FIT PIT HE
SES 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 3.00
ASO 1 1 2 3 1 3 14 18 1 1 5 14 21 12.78
ASO 2 3 9 2 14 2 2 3 11 2 16 15.30
ASO 3 S 12 1 18 1 1 5 13 1 19 18.50
ASO 4 2 6 8 1 1 2 7 9 9.00
ASO 5 9 9 18 2 1 3 11 10 21 21.00
ASO 6 15 8 23 15 8 23 23.00
SOC 13 2 1 16 13 2 1 16 15.50
SOB 5 1 6 5 1 6 S.80
GSO 8 1 9 8 1 9 9.00
ITO 1 1 1 1 1 1.00
ITO 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2.00
SITOB 1 1 1 1 1.00
PO 1 1 1 1 1 O.SO
PO 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 3.00
SPOC 1 1 2 1 1 2 1.40
SPOB 1 1 1 1 1.00
Public Affairs
Officer 1 1 1 1 1.00
Stores
Supervisor 1 1 1 1 1.00
TO 1 1 1 1 1 1.00
T02 1 1 2 1 1 2 2.00
T03 1 1 1 1 1.00
Totals 72 55 6 133 3 1 8 15 27 75 1 63 21 160 148.78
Appendix G
Staffing Overview
Notes to table 8.
Resources
Table 8. Siaff of Ihe Creal Barrier
Reef Marille Park Allihority at
30 Jlllle 1996
ASO
GSO
ITO
PO
SES
Administrative Service Officer
General Service Officer
Information Technology Officer
Professional Officer
Senior Executive
SITO
SO
SPO
TO
Senior Information Technology Officer
Senior Officer
Senior Professional Officer
Technical Officer
Performance Based Pay
A report of payments made under the Performance Based Pay nrrangements during 1995-96 is
provided in accordance with APS guidelines.
Performance Based Pay for Senior Officers was included in Agency Productivity Pay from 3 April
1995 under the Creat Barrier Reef Marille Park !llIllIority !lSC/lcy Barsaillil,s!lsreclIlClIl1994/5 which
was approved by the Australian Industrinl Relations Comrnission on 26 June 1995.
All payments of Performance Based Pay made dlll'ing 1995-96 relate to the 1994-95 year.
There were 14 staff eligible for Performance Based PilY, and a total of $45501 was paid during
1995-96.
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Tnble 9. Staff by Classificnlioll
CI'OIIP
SES SOB SOC
No. of Staff Paid
Performance
Pay Paid
3
$22937
4
$15 667
6
$6897
Staff Training
During 1995-96, $96 521 was spent on course fees and travel costs in providing training and
development activities to Authority staff.
Industrial Democracy
The Authority recognises the vast contribution made by its dedicated slaff lo all areas of its
operations, by providing a participative work environment which enables "II stnH to contribute to
program development and decision-making processes, within the framework of the decision-
making responsibilities and powers of the Authority.
The involvement and commitment of staff to decision-making processes:
• allolVs staff to fully apply their skills and experience, and
• provides all staff with the opportunity to influence decisions which affect the
quality of their working lives,
which results in enhanced organisational productivity.
Significant Industrial Democracy outcomes achieved during the year were:
• staff participation in Industri,,1 Democrncy training
• regularised meetings between the Authority /Community and Public Seclor
Union Joint Consultative Committee
• implementation of the Greal Barrier Reef Marille Park Authority Agency
Bargaillillg Agreement 199
'
1/5 in consultation with the Joint Consultative
Committee
• staff contributions to the review of the Authority's Corporate Plan
• continuation of the involvement of Townsville-based staff in regular ctU·staff
meetings.
Occupational Health and Safety
Significant Occupational Health and Sofety (OH&S) outcomes during the year were:
• issuing the Authority's OH&S policy for the period 1996 to 1998
• approval of the Authority's OH&S agreement for the period 1996 to 1998 [lfter
consultation with the Community ilnd Public Sedor Union (CPSU)
• appointment of OH&S Representatives flnd Deputy Representatives after
elections conducted by the CPSU
• provision of training to elected OH&S Representatives and Deputy Representatives
• establishment of an OH&S Committee.
A minor fire occurred in the Authority's offices in October 1995. No one was injured and notice of a
dangerous occurrence was provided to Comcare as required under section 68 of the OCCllpnfiollfl/
Hen/til nllri Snlefy (Collllllo/llvenltir ElllploYlllellt! Ac11991.
Staff participated in a number of OH&S training activities during the year including:
• Fire Safety and Emergency Procedures
•
•
First Aid
Emergency Resuscitation
• SCUBA Sofely
During the year the Authority continued to provide its staff with an Employee Assistance Program
provided by Employee Assistance Service North Queensland. This important OH&S initiative
provides staff and their families with access to counselling and advice on a wide range of issues,
both work-related and non work-related, as a contribution to improving the quality of working life
for all staff. This initiative plays em important role in the continued low incidence of worker
compensation claims submitted by Authority staff.
Equal Employment Opportunity
The Authority's Chairperson and the Senior Director, Education, Aquarium and Administration are
the senior executives responsible for Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) and the Human
Resources Manager undertakes the role of EEO Coordinator.
Major EEO outcomes achieved during the year were:
• the recruitment of three Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people increasing
the involvement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in the
management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
• implementation of Carers Leave, 48/52 Leave Without Pay arrangem.ents, and
enhanced Flexitilne provisions from the Agency Bargain which provide staff
flexibility in balancing family and work responsibilities
• ensuring EEO group members received information on the implemented
provisions of the Agency Bargain
• provision of training for four additional Harassment Contact Officers ensuring
the Authority has the capacity to deal effectively with harassment
• continuing the promotion of a high level of access to and provision of
management trnining for women
• provision of competency based training for women and Aboriginal and Torres
Stmit Islonder people in the ASO 1 to ASO 4 clossificotions.
During 1995-96 the Authority continued to pursue its objective of having target group
representation in its staffing reflect the representation of those groups in the population of the
Great Barrier Reef region of the Queensland coast. Representation of EEO Target Groups within the
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Authority's staffing is generally compamble to that of the Australian Public Service as a whole and
exceeds Australian Public Service averages in the representation of:
• women in total staff numbers,
• women in Senior Executive Service positions, and
• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
At 30 June 1996, two of the Authority's foul' pennanenl SES positions were fiLled by women. This
gender Inix at the SES senior management level is in direct contrilst to Australian Public Service
wide figures where women occupy less than 20% of SES positions.
Representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in the Authority's stafr increased by
1% to 5%. Increasing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community involvement in the
management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park through the Marine Park Ranger Training
Program continued during 1995-96.
E~ual Employmenl Opporlunity data for the Authority's slaff are provided in tables 10 to 13,
Table 10. I~epresell'a'ioll of EEO
GrollpS wi,IIill Salary Levels as at
30 lillie 1996
SALARY
TOTAL NO
OF STAFF WOMEN NESBI NESB2 ESB ATSI
STAFF WITH
PWD EEO DATA
Below $25938
(includes ASO 1)
$25939 to $29453
(includes ASO 2)
24
23
16
67%
15
65%
2
8%
1
4%
1 21
4% 88%
1 21
4% 91%
4
17%
o
0%
o
0%
1
4%
24
23
$29454 to $32651
(includes ASO 3)
26 16 0
62% 0%
o 25 0
0% 100% 0%
o
0%
25
$32652 to $36609
(includes ASO 4)
$36610 to $39877
(includes ASO 5)
11
16
7
64%
6
38%
1
9%
o
0%
191
9% 82% 9%
2 12 1
13% 80% 7%
1
9%
1
7%
11
15
$39878 to $46658
(includes ASO 6)
$46659 to $54088
(includes SOC)
$54089 to $67154
(includes SOB-A)
Above $67154
(includes SES)
22
18
10
4
7 2
32% 9%
4 1
22% 6%
1 0
10% 0%
2 0
50% 0%
1 19 2
5% 86% 9%
1 16 0
6% 89% 0%
o 10 0
0% 100% 0%
040
0% 100% 0%
o
0%
2
11%
o
0%
1
25%
22
18
10
4
TOTALS 154 74 7
48% 5%
7 137 8 6
5% 90% 5% 4%
152
Tobie 11. Representatioll of EEO
GrollpS with ill Ocellpatiollal
GI'OIIPS as at 30 Jlllle 1996
OCCUPATIONAL TOTAL NO STAFF WITH
GROUP OF STAFF WOMEN NESB1 NESB2 ESB ATSI PWD HO DATA
SES 4 2 0 0 4 0 1 4
SO% 0% 0% 100% 0% 25%
ASO &: related 127 65 7 6 111 7 4 125
51 % 6% 5% 89% 6% 3%
GSa &: related 10 1 0 0 10 0 0 10
10% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%
Professional 8 4 0 1 7 0 1 8
50% 0% 13% 88% 0% 13%
Technical 5 2 0 0 5 1 0 5
40% 0% 0% 100% 20% 0%
TOTALS 154 74 7 7 137 8 6 152
48% 5% 5% 90% 5% 4%
Notes to tables 10 and 11.
Percentage for women based on total staff; percentages for other groups based 011 staff with available
EEO diltil.
Data retrieved from GBRMPA EEG database.
Table 12. Represelltatioll of EEO
Groups wilhill the Austmliall
Public Service
TOTAL NO
OF 5TAFF WOMEN NESB1 NESB2 ESB ATSI PWD
TOTALS 129 334 61 259
47%
6614
5%
12509
10%
80602
62%
2705
2%
6044
5%
SOURCE: AI'S Stiltislicill Bulletll\ 1995/96
Table 13. Represeutalioll of EEO
GrollpS withill Ihe Populatioll of
tI,e Great Barrier Reef regioll
TOTAL
POPULATION WOMEN NESB1 NESB2 ESB ATSI PWD
TOTALS 861 978 423 330
49%
43774
5%
118415
14%
699789
81 %
41 373
5%
84700
10%
SOURCE: Australian Bureau of Statistics from 1986 and 1991 Census data
Notes to t"bles 10 to 13.
NESBl Non-English Speaking Bilckground, first generation
NESB2 Non-English Speaking Background, second generation
ESB English Speaking BClckground
ATSI Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
PWD People with a Disflbility
~
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Consultancy Services
Extel'llal consultants arc engaged to gain access to specialist technical, professional, research and
management expertise in relation to specific tnsks, where circumstances require that Authority
resources be augmented or that work be carried out independently. It is the Authority's policy to
carry out the bulk of its required research using external research organisations rather than
develop its OWll research capability. Research consultants {Ire chosen with the assistance of a formal
Consultants' Register.
Details of consultants engaged in 1995-96 are available from the Authority. The total number of
consultancies under engagement was 165 at a total cost of $2450 DOD.
Summary of Resources
The following table reconciles appropriations and program elements for the Authority.
Tnble 14. SlIlIlIlInry Inble of
reSOllrces
Reconciliation of programs and appropriation elements for
1995-96 $('000)
Approp Act + Approp Acts + Special = Total . Adjustments = Program
No.1 Nos 2 & 4 Approps Approps (1 ) Outlays
Program
1. 10567 1 500 12067 1 500 10567
2. 740 740 740
3. 3779 3779 3779
Totals 11 307 3779 1500 16586 1500 15086
Notes to table 14.
(1) Revenue collected through the Environmental Management Charge is regarded as an adjustment to
derive outlays.
Program 1. Branch Operations
Program 2. Great Barrier Reef Aquarium
Program 3. Day-to-day Management
Appendix H Advertising
Agency/organisation
Neville Jeffress Advertising
Neville Jeffress Advertising
Nature of advertising
Classified advertising e.g. public
notices, augmentative research
grants notice
Job vacancies
Amount
$28819.77
$21437.68
Neville Jeffress is an agency for non-campaign print advertising.
Appendix I Abbreviations
AAT
AIMS
ALIA
AMSAT
APS
ASEAN
ASO
ASSESS
CEPANCRM
COREMAP
CPSU
CRC Reef Research Centre
(01' CRC ReeO
DDM
DEST
EEO
EMC
ENCORE
FOI
FTE
GBRMP
GBRMPA
GIS
ICZM
INTROMARC
IUCN
JCC
JCU
01-1&5
QDEI-I
QDoE
RCU/EAS
Administrative Appeals Tribunal
Australian Institute of Marine Science
Australian Library and Infonnation Association
Australian Marine Science ilnd Technology Ltd
Australian Public Service
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Administrative Service Officer
A System of Selecting Suitable Sites
Contract Employment Program for Aboriginals
in Natural and Cultural Resource Managclnent
Coral Reef Rehabilitation ;lIld Management Project
Community and Public Sector Union
Cooperative Research Centre for Ecologically Sustainable
Development of the Great DaTTier Reef
Day-la-day Management
Department of the Environment, Sport and Territories
Egual Employment Opportunity
Environmental Management Charge
Enrichment of Nutrients on a Coral Reef Experiment
Freedom of Inforrnation
full-lime equivalent
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Creat Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
Geographic Information System
Integrated Coastal Zone Mnnagement
International Tropical Marine Resource Centre
The World Conservation Union
Joint Consultative Committee
James Cook University of North Queensland
Occupational Heallh and Safety
Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage
(now QDoE)
Queensland Department of Environment
Regional Coordinating Unit for the East Asian Seas
•
REEFPLAN
RMRAC
SES
SOMER
TROMES
UNEI'
contingency plan for oil spill response in the
Grcnt Barrier Reef
Regional MClrine Resources Advisory Committee
Senior Executive Service
Stale of the Miwine Environment Report
Tropical Marine Ecosystem Project
United Nations Environment Prograrnme
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Appendix J Compliance
Index
This annual report has been prepared using the Gilirlelilles fol' lITe COl/tent, Preparation and
Prescllfafioll of AlI1ll1al Reports lJy Stallliory Allthorities (Senate Hansard, 11 Noven..ber 1982) and the
Requirel1lents for Depnrtl1lellfal AlIIllfnl Reports approved by the Joint Committee of Public Accounts
under subsection 25(7) of the Public Sapice Act 1922 on 17 March 1994 which were updated in
February 1996.
Requirement
Letter of transmission
Aids to Access
Table of Contents
Alphabetical Index
Contact Details
Abbreviations
Corpomte Overview
Enabling Legislation
Objectives
Corporate Structure
Summary of Significant Changes
Social Justice and Equity Overview
Intern'll and External Scrutiny Overview
Program Performance Reporting
Activities
Financial and Staffing Resources
Program/Appropriation reconciliation
location
Preliminary pages
Preliminary pages
114
87
85
4
4
7
11
15
15
10-64
15,17-21, appendix G
84
Human ResO\lfces
Stoffing Overview
Senior Management
Performance Pay
Staff Training
Equal Employment Opportunity
Industrial Dernocracy
Occupational Health and Safety
Other Resources
Publications
Consultancy Services
Advertising and Market Research
Financial Statements
External Scrutiny
Report of the Auditor-General
Inquiries by Parliamentary Committees
Comments by the Ombudsman
Decisions of Courts and Administrative Tribunals
Freedorn of Information
15,79
appendix B
80
80
15,81
80
81
appendix C, appendix D
84
84
6,17,21, oppendix L
16, appendix M
16
16
16
40,71
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Appendix K Contact Officer
for Further Information
For further information about the Authority contact:
Senior Director
Education, Aquariurn and Administration
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
PO Box 1379
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
Telephone (077) 500 700
Facsimile (077) 726 093
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Appendix L
Financial Statements
.A!~ GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
Financial Statements for the Year Ended 30 June 1996
In our opinion, the accompanying Statements have been prepared in accordance with the
'Guidelines for Financial Statements of Commonwealth Authorities' approved by the Minister for
Finance and applicable accounting concepts and standards, and show fairly
(0) the operating result of the Authority for the financial year ended 30 June 1996,
(b) the financial position of the Authority as at 30 June 1996,
(d the Authority's cash flows during the financial year ended 30 June 1996, and
(d) other matters required to be disclosed by the Guidelines.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Authority.
RHONDDA JONES
Member
23/9/96
IAN McPHAIL
Chairperson
23/9/96
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
OPERATING STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 June 1996
1996 1995
Notes $ $
NET COST OF SERVICES
Operating expenses
Research and Monitoring 3,929,925 3,681,322
Planning and Environmentrtl Management 4,654,299 4,870,006
Education/Information 2,359,592 1,979,643
»
Great Barrier Reef Aquarium 4(b) 1,957,117 2,026,124 -0
-0
External Services 1,563,045 1,335,542 ro::>
Corporate Management 0-
x
and Services 5 1,871,079 2,311,772 ro~
Unfunded charges 6,4(b) 1,035,360 703,775
Supcmnnuation contributions 1(i) 667,622 614,352 ~Payments to Queensland Governmentfor day-to~day management 2(a),(b) 8,613.446 8,118,903
Total operating expenses 7, 8 26,651,485 25,641.439
Operating revenues from independent sources
Payments from Queensland Government
for day-la-day management 2(a),(c) 3,953,000 3,480,699
Great Barrier Reef Aquarium 4(b) 1,631,527 1,781,747
Miscellaneous revenue 3(b) 2,978,685 3,236,542
Total operating revenues
from independent sources 8,563,212 8.498,988
Net cost of services 18,088,273 17,142.451
REVENUES FROM COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT
Revenues from government
(before abnormal Hems)
Parliamentary appropriations from
the Commonwealth 3(a) 16,612,451 15,144,307
Liabilities assumed by government 1(i) 667.622 614,352
Total revenues from Commonwealth
Government (before abnormal items) 17.280,073 15,758,659
Abnormal items
Repayment of Aquarium Advance
not required 16 231.433
Total revenues from government 17,280,073 15,990,092
Deficit of net cost of services over
revenues from government (808,200) 0,152,359)
Accumulated deficits
at beginning of reporting period (3.293,721) (2,141.362)
Accumulated deficits
at end of reporting period (4,101.921) (3,293.721)
The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 June 1996
1996 1995
Notes $ $
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash 9 1,750,690 2,524,679
Receivables 10 681,898 544,171
lnventories 1(1) 96,084 81,608
~ Other 29,783 39,311OJ
.~ Total current assets 2,558,455 3,189,769
"0
c
OJ NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Cl..
Cl.. Property, plant and equipment 13 7,088.316 7,593,645«
Total non-current assets 7.088,316 7,593,645
~ Total assets 9,646,771 10,783.414CURRENT LIABILITIESCreditors 12(a) 1,443,216 1,754,374
Leases 12(b) 3,850 9,364
Provisions 11 835,165 798,671
Total current liabilities 2,282,231 2,562,409
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors 12(a) 1,099,225 1,232,213
Leases 12(b) 9,863 13,713
Provisions 11 877,342 788,769
Total non-current liabilities 1,986.430 2,034,695
Total liabilities 4,268,661 4,597,104
Net assets 5,378.110 6,186,310
EQUITY
Capital 1,103,988 1,103,988
Reserves 1(j) 8,376,043 8,376,043
Accumulated deficits (4.101,92]) (3,293,72])
Total equity 5,378.110 6,186,310
The accompanying notes fon1"l. an integral part of these financial statements.
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARI< AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 June 1996
1996 1995
Notes $ $
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Inflows:
Parliamentary appropriations 16,586,000 15,110,000
Projects funded by the Department of the
»Environment, Sport and Territories (DEST) 1,055,376 828,000
""0
Permit assessment fees 184,047 268,910 ""0
'"Interest 266,817 226,040 ::Ja.
Aquarium admission fees 1,214,916 1,271,720 x
'"pflyments from Queensland Government ~
for day-ta-day mall<lgement 3,953,000 3,480,699
Environmental Management Charge (EMC) 1,526,172 1,569,556 ~Other 1.910.173 2,786,865
26,696,501 25,541,790
Outflows:
Salaries (6,556,034) (6,206,622)
Suppliers (10,312,348) (9,759,578)
Payments to Consolidated Revenue Fund (EMC) (1,500,000) (l,545,270)
Payments to Queensland Government
for day-ta-day management (8.613.446) ----<§J:lli,903)
(26,981,828) (25,630,373)
Net cash used by operating activities 22(b) (285,327) (88.583)
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Inflows:
Proceeds from sale of plant and eguipment 2,679 22,123
Outflows:
Payments for purchase of plant and equipment (491,341) (941.164)
Net cash used in investing activities (488,662) (919.041)
Net increase/(decrcasc) in cash held (773,989) (1,007,624)
Cash at beginning of reporting period 2.524.679 3,532,303
Cash at end of reporting period 9 1.750,690 2.524,679
The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 1996
1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The following accounting policies hnve been adopted in the preparation of the accounts.
(n) Accounts Format
The accounts of the Authorily have been prepared in accordance with:
• the 'Guidelines for FilHlncial Statements of Comm.onwealth Authorities',
issued by the Minister for Finance in June 1995; and
• applicable accolillting concepts and standards.
(b) Historical Cost Convention
These accounts have been prepared on the bilSis of the historical cost convention and
except where stated do not show the current cost of specific assets and the impact of
such costs on operating results.
(c) Non-clirrent Assets
Capitalisation occurs all all items which cost more than $1,500. Non~curl'cnt assets
are depreciated by the straight line method over their estimated useflillives.
Great- Barrier Reef Aqllariurn
The Creat Barrier Reef Aquarium building was funded as a Commonwealth-State
I3icentennial project, through the Great Barrier Reef \Nonderland Association
Incorporated. The Aquarium is sub~leased by the Authority from the Association for
a period of 75 years. Under the terms of the sub~leasc agreement the Authority is
responsible for the replacement of the Aquarium building as necessary and for all
expenses and revenue in relation to its operntion. Consequently, the vnllle of the
Aquarium building has been tnken up ns an assel in the Authority's accounts and is
being amortised over 25 years, which is the estimated useful life of the building. The
base stock of audiovisual displays at the Great Barrier Reef Aquarium and the base
stock of marine life, sand, coml and water in the Aquarium have been included
under non-current assets as n non~depreciable item. Stock replncelllcnt costs nre
treated as operating expenses.
(d) Advances to Consultants
Under the terms of certain contracts with consultants, payments are made in advance
and recorded as an expense in the year of pnymenl. Physicalnssets purchnsed by the
consultant, which under the terms of the contTilct become the property of the Authority
from the date of acquisition are not capitalised until after completion of the contract.
Such assets are capitalised by the Authority nt that time at their written down value and
depreciated over their remaining useflillife.
(e) Day-to·day Management Advnnces
Except for expenditure on fixtures upon land owned by or under the direct control of
the Commonwealth or the Authority, ndvances to the Queensland Department of
Environment for day-to-day management I1re fully expensed in the year of payment
(refer to note 2 for detnils of the dl1y-to~day management itern).
(0 Jnventories
Goods (or resale have been valued at the lower of cost I1nd net realisable veduc. Cost is
determined as the latest purchase price plus inwards trnnsport costs.
(g) Provision (or Employee Entitlements
The provision for employee entitlements encompnsses annual leave and long service
lcnve. No provision has been made for sick leave as a.1I sick leave is non-vesting and
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 1996
the average sick leave taken by employees is less than the annual entitlement for sick
leave. The provision for annual leave reflects the voille of total i11111ualleave entitlements
of all employees at 30 June 1996 and is recognised at its nominal value. The liability for
long service leave is recognised and Ineasured at the present valuc of the estimated future
cash flows to be made in respect of all employees at 30 June 1996. In determining the
present value of the liability, attrition rates and pay increases through promotion and
infl<1tion have been taken into account.
(h) Superannuation
Staff of the Authority are employed under the Public Service Act and prior to 1988-89
there had been no obligation in respect of employer contributions to the Commonwealth
Superannuation Scheme. Howeverl as the Authority is requLred to Inanage the Great
Barrier Reef Aquarium on a cost recovery basis, employer superannuation contributions
for Aquarium employees became payable from 1 July 1988.
(i) Superannuation Liabilities Assumed by Government
Employer superannuation contributions (other than the productivity component) are
not paid by the Authority but are funded by the Commonwealth when required. The
notional value of employer contributions for the year is shown as an operating expense in
the Operating Statement and an equal amount is recorded as 'Liabilities assulned by
govermnent' (Revenue) in the Operating Statement.
(j) Reserves
This Heln represents that portion of equity attributable to the original funding provided
by grants and donations used for the construction cllld fit-out of the Great Bnrrier Reef
Aqucuium building.
(k) Taxation
The Authority is exempt from all forms of taxation except fringe benefits tax.
2. DAY-TO-DAY MANAGEMENT OF THE GREAT BARRIER
REEF MARINE PARK
(a) Principles agreed between the COInmonwealth and Queensland Governments relating to
the day-to-day management of the Creat Barrier Reef Marine Park provide for:
• the Queensland Department of Environment (QDoE) to carry out the day-to-day
management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, subject to the Authority in
accordance with intergovernmental Clgreements
• the Commonwealth to fund 100% of an initial capitol works progrnm (in the first
three years or so) required to establish managem.ent of the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park on a sound basis; other capital costs (i.e. the post-initial progrClm) of day-to-day
mClnagement of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park to be shared equfllly between the
two Governments
• the Commonwealth flnd Queensland Governments to meet in egual shares the
recurrent costs for day-to-day management in relation to the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park (which may include Queensland national parks or Queensland marine
parksl the use or management of which would or might affect the Great BfllTier Reef
Marine Park)
• moveable property funded pursuant to the arrangements to be used and
administered by Queensland; proceeds from the sale of any such m.oveable properly
are paid into the day-to-day management account to offset
Commonwealth/Queenslflnd contributions on a 50:50 basis
»
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GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 1996
1996 1995
$ $
3,779,000 3,655,000
64,000
3,953,000 3,480,699
197.545 515,651
1,929.545 7,715,350
Queensland Government contribution:
From other sources
• fixed assets funded pursuant to the arrangements to be used by Queensland and
adrninistered by the Government (or the Authority) which owns or controls the land
Oil which the fixture is located
• expenditure on day-ta-day management to be in accordance with an annually agreed
program, and
• the Authority to administer funds provided by the Cornmonwealth imd Queensland
for these purposes.
Expenditure
Expenditure on day-Io-day management for 1995-96 was $8,613,446 (1994-95 $8,118,903).
Revenue received from the Commonwealth and Queensland Governments cltld from
other sources.
Commonwealth Government appropriation:
(j) Recurrent and Post Initial
Capitill Programs
(ii) Initial Capital Works
~
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(eI) The receipt and expenditure of day-to-day management cash resources is reconciled
as follows:
Cash at bank 1 July
Plus Revenue
Less Expenditure
Cash CIt bClnk 30 June
1996
$
881,851
7,929,545
8,613.446
197.950
1995
$
1,285,404
7,715,350
8.118.903
881,851
(e) Financial statements for c1C1y-to-day management which have been prepared by QDoE
and audited by the Queensland Auditor-General cue Clt note 26.
3. REVENUE
(a) The operations of the Authority nre largely dependent upon the appropriation of moneys
by the CommonweClHh PClrliament. Comlllonwealth pnrliamentary appropriations
comprised the following:
OperaliOlml
Special Appropriation
CreClt Barrier Reef Agunriulll
CommonweCllth contribution to
day-ta-day manngemellt refer note 2(c)
1996
$
10,567,000
1,526,451
740,000
3,779.000
16,612.451
1995
$
9,831,000
1,594,307
3.719.000
15.144,307
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARI< AUTHORITY
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 1996
Special Appropriation: On 30 July 1993 the Grcnt Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
introduced an Environment<tl Management Charge (EMC) with the objective of recovering
part of the increasing management, research and education costs associated with a marked
increase ill use of the Marine Park. Amounts collected by the Authority, ClS agent for the
Conllnollwealth, arc paid into Consolidated Revenue and then paid back to the Authority via
Special Appropriation.The amOllnt shown above represents actual amounts received via
Special Appropriation plus an accrual for amounts applicable to the financial yenl' ended
30 June 1996 but received after Ihat date and due to be paid 10 the Authority as
Specinl Approprintion.
(b) Miscellnneous revenue cOlnprised the following:
hnplementation of DEST funded programs
External Services section revenue - DEST funded
External Services section revenue - Other
From industry for monitoring and
baseline studies
Snle of Authority education and
information mnterials
Interest
Permit assessment fees
Payments from QDoE: refer note 2(a)
for - sale of moveables
- other receipts
Revenue from other miscellaneous sources
1996
$
371,000
423,842
587,873
30,260
74,210
241,434
184,047
33,257
26,702
1,006,060
2,978.685
1995
$
325,000
503,000
682,012
204,556
66,406
220,502
268,200
319,576
51,622
595,668
3,236,542
4. GREAT BARRIER REEF AQUARIUM REVENUE
AND EXPENSES
(a) Aquarium shop trading results
Shop Sales 435,065 424,835
Less: Cost of goods sold
Opening Stock 81,608 91,976
Purchases 278,070 250,362
Less: Closing Stock ~ 81,608
mill 260,730
Gross profit from shop trading :!.ZLlli 164,105
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 1996
(b) Operating Statement - Aquarium operations
~
OJ
x
-0
C
OJ
0..
0..
«
•
NET COST OF SERVICES
Operating expenses
Curatorial Operations
Interpretative Facilities
Marketing/Promotions
Shop Management and Services
Corporate Services
- property services
- general services and administration
Interest
Bad and doubtful debts
Loss on. sale of non-current assets
Tola) operating expenses
Unfunded c11flrges
Depreciation of property, plant and
equipment refer note He)
Staff provisions
Total unfunded charges
Total Aquarium expenses
Operating revenues
Admission fees
Donations and sponsorships
Membership program
Interest
Research and consultancy contracts
Other revenue
Gross profit from shop trading 4(a)
Total operating revenues
Net cost of Aquarium operations
Revenue from Commonwealth Government
Parliamentary Appropriations
Result from Aquarium operations
1996
$
577,205
506,397
128,130
86,529
279,786
239,136
113,733
9,500
16,701
1.957,117
462,870
20,885
483.755
2.440.872
1,211,919
9,373
76,074
19,279
50,967
92,444
171.471
1,631,527
(809.345)
740.000
(69.345)
1995
$
718,727
466,044
191,298
88,684
273,290
155,132
130,463
1,537
949
2.026.124
411,474
09.175)
392.299
2,418,423
1,263,463
18,102
54,471
7,612
198,916
75,078
164.105
1.781.747
(636.676)
(636.676)
This result exdudes reimbursement of the 1995-96 Great Barrier Reef Aquarium
superannuation contributions estimated at $60,100 0994,95, $55,200).
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5. CORPORATE MANAGEMENT AND SERVICES
Corporate managenlent and services comprised the following:
Expenses of the Authority
Expenses of the Great Barrier
Reef Consultative Committee
Executive and Secretariat
Canberra office
Adrninistmtioll
1996
$
247,545
44,965
426,679
351,488
800.402
1,871,079
1995
$
388,706
38,540
687,282
308,009
889.235
2,311,772
The item 'Expenses of the Great Bflrrier Reef Consultative Committee' includes sitting fees
paid to part-time members in accordance with the Remuneration Tribunal Determination. In
1995-96 payments Iotalied $13,400 (1994-95, $11,025).
The item'Administration' includes the following:
Bad and doublful debls
Net loss on disposal of non-CLIrrent assets
Auditor's remuneration
- auditing the accounts of the Authorily
(no other services were provided)
6. UNFUNDED CHARGES
1996
$
506
11,894
42,000
1995
$
629
7,033
42,000
The aggregate amount of unfunded charges of the Authority including those of the Aquarium
disclosed at note 4 was:
Deprecialion of properly,
plant and equipment refer note He)
Long service leave
Annual leave
Leave fares
1996
$
952,883
65,541
7,147
9,789
1.035,360
7. TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES - FINANCE LEASES
1995
$
775,847
(99,311)
31,590
(4,351)
703.775
Included in total operating expenses are the following charges relating to property,
plant and equipment purchased under finance leases:
Amortisation
Finance charges
1996
$
3,962
2,086
6,048
1995
$
14,763
4,477
19,240
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8. TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES - SALARIES AND
WAGES COSTS
Included in tolal operating expenses are the following salaries and wages costs:
'"<lJ
X
-0
C
<lJ
a..
a..
<
•
Great Barrier Reef Aquarium
- Operations
- AquariUlll Shop
Olher Authority Operations
9. CASH
Cash held at 30 June comprised the following:
Authority Operations Account
Great Barrier Reef Aquarium Account
Day-ta-day Management Account
Cash on hand
10. RECEIVABLES
Receivl1blcs at 30 June were:
Trade Debtors
Amounts receivable from the Commonwealth
Total Receivables
Less: Provision for doubtful debts
Receivables which are overdue:
less than 30 days
30 to 60 days
more than 60 days
11. PROVISIONS
Additional detail relating to provisions is as follows:
Current liabilities
Provision (or long service leave refer note 1(g)
Provision for annual leave
Provision for leave fares
Non-current liabilities
Provision for long service leave refer note 1(g)
1996
$
889,266
79,407
5,336,957
6.305.630
30 June 1996
$
1,397,413
138,091
197,950
17.236
1.750,690
30 June 1996
$
356,930
334,968
691,898
10.000
681.898
125,474
19,449
29.047
173.970
30 June 1996
$
40,000
720,795
74.370
835,165
877.342
877.342
1995
$
977,838
82,365
5.421.837
6.482.040
30 June 1995
$
1,548,806
83.416
881,851
10,606
2.524.679
30 June 1995
$
209;182
334,689
544,171
544.171
14,390
2,234
23,512
40,136
30 June 1995
$
20.442
713,648
64.581
798.671
788.769
788,769
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12. CURRENT AND NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
(a) Creditors
30 Juue 1996 30 June 1995
Current $ $
Trade Creditors 686,793 1,110,912
Advances from Dept of Finance }>
and accrued interest refer note 16 246,721 250,194 -0
-0
Accrued salaries and wages 54,581 304,986 '"::J
Other Creditors ~121 88,282
Q.
x
1.443,216 1,754,374 '"~
Non-clIrrent
Advances from Dept of Finance ~and accrued interest refer note 16 1,099,225 1.232.213
(b) Finance lease liabilities
Lease liabilities recognised in the Statement of Financial Position
Current 3,850 9,364
Non-Cllrrent 9,863 13,713
13,713 23.077
Finance lease commitments as at 30 June are due as follows:
30 June 1996 30 June 1995
Payable: $ $
Within one year 5,455 11,451
In the second year 5,455 5,455
Within a three 10 five year period 5,903 11 ,365
Minimum lease payments 16,813 28,271
Less: Future finance charges 3,100 5,194
Lease liabilities 13,713 23.077
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13. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
(a) Authority and Aquarium fixed assets: AccllInulated Written Down
Cost Depreciation Value
As at 30 june: 30 jlme 1996 30 JlUle 1995 30 jlUle 1996 30 Jlme 1995 30 june 1996 3Ojunel995
$ $ $ $ $ $
~ Furniture,fit lings
...
x & displays 259,552 271,872 140,584 132,075 118,968 139,797
'0 Office machines 260,456 200.018 173,719 158,914 86,737 41,104c
...
Cl. Audiovisual
Cl. & photographic 576,496 454,248 144,386 96,109 432,110 358,139<>:
Marine & diving 83,656 74,291 30,740 23,528 52,916 50,763
•
Computer hardware 1,807,877 1,641,603 1,363,538 1,039,534 444,339 602,069
Computer software 227,424 224,745 125,558 98,558 101,866 126,187
Scientific & technical 114,353 139,075 87,202 93,513 27,151 45,562
Vehicles & mobile plant 37,581 37,581 21,767 14,455 15,814 23,126
Other plant
& equipment 576,711 563,954 270,733 240,443 305,978 323,511
Aquarillln contents 346,093 346,093 346,093 346,093
Works in progress 847 197,588 847 197,588
Improvements to
leasehold property
- Fixtures & fittings 446,827 439,740 138,201 112,075 308,626 327,665
- Aquarium building 8.041.209 7.839.841 3.194,338 2,827.800 4.846.871 5.012.041
Total 12.779,082 12,430.649 5.690.766 4,837,004 7.088.316 7.593.645
These assets are grouped into the following classes:
Land and buildings 8,834,129 8,625,674 3,332,539 2,939,875 5,501,590 5,685,799
Plant and equiprnent 3.944.953 3,804.975 2,358.227 1,897.129 1.586.726 1,907.846
Total 12.779.082 12,430.649 5,690.766 4.837.004 7,088.316 7.593,645
(b) Included above arc the following amounts initially capitalised as assets purchased under
finance leases} and accurnulated amortisation.
30jlme 1996 30 jmle 1995
$ $
Office machines 53,204 53,204
Amortisation 40.989 37,027
\"'ritlen down value 12.215 16,177
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14. AGREEMENTS EQUALLY PROPORTIONATELY UNPERFORMED
At the end of the financial year the particulars of research contracts and other contracts not
brought to account were as follows:
Payable:
vVithin one YC<lr
In the second year
vVithin a three to five year period
Also refer to note 17 Oil operating leases.
30 lune 1996
$
527,623
37,786
75,572
640.981
30 lune 1995
$
413,829
6,000
15. MATERIAL COMMITMENTS
At the end of the financial year the pnrticlliars of materiell commitments, including
commitments for GlpitilJ expenditure, not brought to account were as follows:
Payable:
Within one year
In the second yen I"
Within a three to five year period
30 lune 1996
$
87,030
30 lune 1995
$
200,825
16. REPAYMENT OF ADVANCES FROM DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
The Department of Finance has determined that funds appropriated for the purposes of the
Creat Bflrricr Reef Aquariulll arc repayable ndvclIlces. The Great Barrier Reef Aquarium has
received two such advances:
• $450,000 in 1986-87 for establishment costs; and
• $1,000,000 in 1989-90.
The advances are being repaid in the form of instalments deducted from Authority
appropriation and mflde up from Great Barrier Reef Aquarium revenue. Interest on the
outstflnding principClI is charged at the long-term bond rate and has been cClpitCllised.
Scheduled rep<lyments in I'espect of the establishment costs advance were made in 1988-89
and in 1989-90. Repnyments for the remnining bnlclllce of the establishment costs ndvclIlce
together with the other <ldvClnce in 1989-90 wel'e consolidClted find scheduled to be repaid
over a period of ten yenrs. The repClyment to the Department of Finance due in the 1992-93
finClnciClI year was satisfied by a reduction of Authority <lppropriation. The Department of
Finance agreed to defer the rep<lyment due in the 1993-94 finflnci<ll year and the term of
repayment W<lS extended. The instCllment of $231,433 due in the 1994-95 finflllCial year W<lS
w<lived by the Department of Finance and was recorded <IS all abnormal item in the
Operating Statement.
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17. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS
(<1) The aggregate fl1110tlnt of opertlting leases contracted for and outstclilding as at 30 June
1996 is $995,598. These lenses arc for office accomlllocl<ltion and the dischnrge will be:
~
Q)
x
-0
C
Q)
0-
0-
<t:
Within one year
Tn the second YCClr
Within a three to five year period
Later than five years
30 June 1996
$
667,796
102,831
224,971
30 June 1995
$
647,534
640,474
282,246
30,666
1.600,920
(b) The Authority sub-leases the Great B<1rricr Reef Aquarium building from the Great Barrier
Reef Wonderland Association Incorporated for a nominal amount paynble if demanded.
18. CASH BONDS
1996
20. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
The Authority has a policy of self-insurance for ils general operations but hns commercial
insurance cover for the operation of the Great B<'llTiel' Reef Aquarium.
$
6,720
7.860
14,534
137,700
137,654
152,234
Cash at bank 1 July 1995
RECEIPTS
PAYMENTS
Cash Bonels in lieu of bank guarantee
Interest
Return of Cash Bonds and accrued interest
Cash at bank 30 June 1996
INSURANCE
The Authority is aware of a personal injury claim against it and anticipates that the claim will
be covered under public liability insurance.
The Co-operative Rescilrch Centre for the Ecologically Sustainable Development of the Great
BarrierRccf (eRe Reef) was established to work with industry and environmentallnanagers
in addressing strategic and tactical issues so that opportunities for use of the Great I:ktrricr
Reef Region may be maximised, consistent with ecologically sustainable development.
Cash Bonds are held in lieu of bank guarantees
Statement of Receipts and Payments for the year ended 30 June 1996
21. CO-OPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTRE FOR THE ECOLOGICALLY
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GREAT BARRIER REEF
19.
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
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As at 30 June, the Authority's commitrnenl to the eRe Reef, in cash contributions, 'in kind'
contributions and amounts payable from EMC collections was:
1996 1995
Cash In Kind EMC $ $
Within one year 665,000 250,000 875,000 1,790,000 1,725,000
In the second year 665,000 250,000 945,000 1,860,000 1,790,000
Within a three to
five year period 1,330,000 500,000 2,122,000 3,952,000 5,812,000
Later than five years
2,660,000 1,000,000 3,942,000 7,602,000 9,327,000
The disclosure for 1995-96 differs from that shown in previous years in that the requirement
to remit to the eRe Reef a prescribed portion of EMC collections has been included. The
comparative figures for 1994-95 reflect this change in presentation.
22, NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
(a) Reconciliation of Cash
For the purposes of the Statement of Cash Flows, the Authority considers cash to
include cash on hand and in banks. Cash at the end of the reporting period as shown
in the statement of cash flows has been reconciled to the related items in the Statement
of Financial Position and is shown at note 9.
(b) Reconciliation of net cash flows from operating activities to Net Cost of Services.
(88,583)
1995
$
(17,142,451)
15,758,659
231.433
(1,152,359)
775,847
2,166
7,982
(103,403)
10,368
12,506
422,589
(72,071)
7,792
(808,200)
952,883
10,006
28,595
(137,727)
(14,476)
9,528
(441,439)
124,867
(9,364)
(285,327)
1996
$
(18,088,273)
17,280,073
Net Cost of Services
Revenues from the Commonwealth
Abnormalltems
Operating result
Depreciation
Bad debts and provision for doubtful debts
Loss on disposal of non-current assets
Increase in Receivables
(lncrease)/Decrease in Inventories
(Increase)/Decrease in Other Assets
Increase/(Decrease) in Creditors
Increase/(Decrease) in Provisions
Increase/(Decrease) in Lease Liabilities
Net cash used by operating activities
(c) Non-Cash Financing and Investing Activities
During the reporting period the Authority acquired no equipment by means of finance
leases (1994-95, $19,808),
~
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23. RELATED PARTIES
(a) Authority Mernbers
The tnembers of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority during the financial
year were:
Dr Ian McPhail (full-time Chairperson and chief executive officer);
Dr Craig Emerson (part-time member) to 16 November 1995;
Professor Rhondda Jones (part-time member),
(b) Acting Member and Chairperson appointments
Dr Wendy Craik acted as Chairperson during a period of absence by Dr McPhail from
14 July 1995 1026 July 1995.
Professor Rhondda Jones acted as Chairperson during a period of absence by Dr McPhail
from 13 June 1996 10 10 July 1996.
(c) Remuneration
Information on remuneration of Authority Members is disclosed at note 24.
(d) Authority Members' interest in contracts
On the bClsis of statements declared by members in accordance \vith s. 16A of the Act, no
Authority member has received or become entitled to receive a benefit, other than a
benefit included in the aggregClte of remuneration received or due and receivable shown
Clt note 24 by reClson of a contract made by the Authority member or with Cl firm of which
the Authority member is a member or with a com.pany in which the Authority member
has a substantial interest.
24. REMUNERATION OF MEMBERS AND EXECUTIVES
(a) Remuneration - Members of the Authority
Remuneration received, or due
and receivitble, directly or indirectly,
by members of the Authority:
1996
$
148,340
1995
$
149,100
The number of members of the Authority whose remunemtion from the Authority WitS
within the specified bitnds are as follows:
1996 1995
$ $
$Nil - $10,000 1
$10,000 - $20.000 1 2
$60,000 - $70.000 2
$130,000 - $140,000 1
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(b) Remuneration - Senior Executives of the Authority
1996 1995
$ $
The number of executive officers of the Authority whose total fixed remuneration
received, 01' due and receivable, directly or indirectly, from the Authority, fell within each
band of income afler $100,000 is:
The Authority has its principal office located in Townsville, north Queensland and also has a
small office in Canberra. This arrangement enables the Authority to have its principal
technical resources close to the Reef and also to carry out important liaison functions in
Canberra.
InCOIne received, or due and receivable,
by Senior Executives:
$100,000 - $110,000
25. GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
109,585
1996
1
104,193
1995
1
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26.
QueenslAnd Department of EI1\'ironment
GreAt Banier Rccf Mnrinc Park
Statcmcnt of Receipts nnd I'aymcnts for Ihe VCnt' Ended 30 Jnne 1996
1994 - 95 1995- 96
'" S S SOJ
.~ The balance al I Jul)' comprised
"0 Rccurrent Costs
C 10455 Salaries and Wages 3,131
OJ 5,346 Operating Com
0.. Capital Worh and Services
0.. 24,279 Initial Program 81,891
<J: 51,524 Post Initial Program 134,913
nalancc of procc~b from sale of
Move-abies 160I. 88,60-1 220.695Iteceillis for Ihe Jear were •Recurrent Costs3.828,991 Salaries and Wages 3,874,2432,515,788 Operating Com 2.165,885
Capital Works arK! Services
831,506 Initial Program 191.446
936.618 Post Initiall'rogram 1.181.872
319,516 Disposal of ~fo\'eables )1,591
39,344 Other Receipts 28,209
8,477,823 Tolal Recdpls (Nott 3) 8,673,246
From which the follollin}; pa)'menb; were
made·
Recurrent Costs
3.832,715 Salaries and Wages 3.866.653
2,521.134 Operating COSts 2.154,033
Capital Works and Services
179.894 Initial Program (Note 4) 271.328
853.229 Post Inilial Program (Note 4) 1,851,412
319,516 To GDRMPA for Mo\'Cables sold 31.591
39.184 To GURMPA for Other Receipts 28,369
8,345,732 Total Pa)'llIellts 8,809,386
Resulting in an excess/deficit of receipts
132,091 o\'tr pa)"lIlenls of . (136,140)
l.e3\·ing a balance at 30 Junt comprising·
Rtcurr..nt Costs
3.731 Salaries and Wages 11,321
Operating Costs 11,852
Capilal Worh and Services
81,891 Initial Program 2.009
134,913 Post Initial Program 59.373
naJancc of proceeds (rom uk of
160 Movtables
220,695 84,555
TIle accompanying notes fonn an integral par1 of these financial statements.
t-- 10 SEP 1900-
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Queellsland Department of EnvirOllment
Great Barrier Reef l\larinc Pnl'k
NOTES TO AND FORl\IING PAnT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEl....IENT
Note I Statement of Accounting Policies
(a) Basis of Accounts
TI,e accounts have been prepared on a cash basis, consistent with the basis applied in the
previous fin<lncial year and in the fonn approved by the Minister for Finance
(Commonwealth), as required by the Agreement.
(b) Carryover Tmnsfer to the Queensland Treasury Department
11,e balance of Commonwealth funds for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park at 30 June
1996, which does not include the balance of proceeds from the sale of moveables, was
transferred to the Treasury Departlllent in tenns of that Department's requirements. The
amounttrallsferred has been refunded 10 the Department of Environment in July 1996. 'l1lC
total of receipts included in the Statement of Receipts and Payments for the year ended 30
June 1996 rl:prcsents gross receipts excluding thl: transfer.
(c) Property, Plant and Equipment
All items which cost more than $1,000 arc capitalised. 1l1is resulted in a $ 19, 161 (1994/95
$19,864) and $19,161 (1994/95 $8,760) adjustment to the Commonwealth and Queensland
funded assels, respectively.
(d) Contingent ASSl:tsILiabilities
'nlere were no known contingent assets or liabilities of a significant nature al 30 June 1996
(1995 SNIL).
Note 2 Property, Plant and Equipment
(a) Statement of Propl:rty, Plant and Equipment (at cost) as at 30 June 1996, including
movcments for 1995-96 financial year.
Fundcd by Commonwealth
(cumulative from
I July 1981)
Balance Acquisition Disposal/ Balance
Write Offs
1/7/95 1995·96 1995-96 30/6196
S $ $ $
Buildings and infrastmelure 1,770,113 362,417 2,132,530
Vessels and associated equipment 2,492,306 747,590 120,622 3,119,274
Vehicles 688 688
Other plant and equipment 911,353 90,027 54,330 947,050
5,174,460 1,200,034 174,952 6,199,542
.-- p.,UDlTOR GENERAL......I-- _
t-.
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Queensland Department of Environment
Great Barrier Reef Mnrine Park
NOTES TO AND '''OHi\lING I}ART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT (continued)
~ Note 2 Propert)', Plant and E<luipmclI( (continued)
<U
X
-0 Funded by Queensland
C
<U (cumulative from
0- I July 1981)
0-
« Balance Acquisition DisposaV Balance
Write orrs
111195 1995·96 1995·96 30/6196
'.
S S S S
Buildings and infrastmcture 320,915 190.164 511 ,079
Vessels and associated equipment 465,693 667.514 59,084 1.074,123
Vehicles 689 689
Other plant and equipment 427,540 71,028 25,501 473.067
1,214.837 928.706 84,585 2,058.958
TOTAL 6,389.297 2,128,740 259,537 8,258,500
Stocktakcs of Property, Plant and Equipment were carried Ollt by officers of the Department of
Environment
(b) Statement of Property, Plant and Equipment Disposed of/Written Off during 1995-96
Funded by Commonwealth Funded by Queensland
1994-95 1995-96 1994·95 1995·96
S S S S
Sale/Transrer of Assets 129,342 142.321 104,497 63,615
Write off due to:
Dam3geand
Obsolescence/Wom Out 26,622 3,487 2,075 1,809
OLher 6,716 9,983 6,717
Asset criteria adjustment 19,864 19,161 8,760 19,161
182,544 174,952 122,049 84,585
, I
L--
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Queensland Department of Environment
Great Darrler neer l\larine rrH"k
NOTES TO AND FORMING PAin OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT (continued)
1994-95 1995-96 »
--c
S S --c
Note 3 Receipts ro::>
Receipts during the year were provided from
0..X·
the following sources: ro
~
Commonwealth Govcmment:
Recurrent 50%
Salaries and Wages 1,914,496 1,937,122 ~Operating Costs 1,257,894 1,382,942Capital Works and Sen'ices:Initial Program 100% 837,506 191,446Post-Initial program 50% 468,309 890,936
4,478,205 4,402,446
Queensland Government:
Recumnt 50%
Salaries and Wages 1,914,495 1,937,121
Operating Costs 1,257,894 1,382,943
Capital Works and Services
Post-Initial Program 50% 468,309 890,936
3,640,698 4,211,000
Disposal of Moveables 319,576 31,591
Other Receipts 39,344 28,209
Total Gross Receipts 8,477,823 8,673,246
Note 4 Capital Works Rnd Scniccs
-Initial Program
Buildings and infrnslnlclure 66,813 172,252
Vessels and associated equipment 708,796 80,076
Office and field equipment 4,285 19,000
779,894 271,328
-Post Initial Program
Buildings and infrastnlclure 277,160 380,329
Vessels and associated equipment 192,729 1.335,028
Vehicles 28,111
Office and field equipment 355,229 142,055
S 853,229 1,857,41210 SEP 1900
GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 1996
CERTIFICATE OF TIlE QUEENSI,AND DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENT
-,UOlT R GENE l
(e) in om opinion-
(i) Ute prescribed requirements in respect of Ihe establishment and keeping of accounts
have been complied with in all material respects; and
T. Tolhurst
Acting Director-General
Department of Environmcnt
EEN
__ F
(ii) Ihe foregoing annllal financial statement has been drawn up so as to present a tnle and
fair view, 011 a basis consistent with thaI applied in the financial year last prcceding, of
the transactions of the Queensland Department of EnvirOllment in relation to the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park for the period I July 1995 (030 June 1996.
We have prepared the foregoing annllal financial statement in relation to the operation of the Greal
Barrier Reef Marine Park as required by the relevant Agreements dated 10 May 1988 between tile
Commonwealth and Queensland Governments and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority ;lnd
certify as follows·
(a) the foregoing financial statement and Appended notes to and fonning part thereof are in
agreement with the accounts and records of the Queensland Department of Environment;
(b) the receipt and expenditure of monies were in accordance with the approved programs aTld in
accordance with the aforementioned agreements and previous draft agreements executed
between the Commonwealth and Queensland Governments wilh regard to day-Io-day
management nnd control and ownership of assets; and
p.~ ...~...~ .... ..--
H McLOughlin
Executive Manager (Financial Services)
Department of Environment
~
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GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 1996
CEIlTIFICATE OF nm AUDlTOIl·GENEIlAL
Scope
I have audited the Statement of Receipts nnd Payments for the Queensland Department of Environment -
Great Darrier Reef Marine Park for the year ended 30 June 1996.
The Director-General of the Department of EnvirOlllllent is responsible for the preparation and the (ann
of presentation or tile Statement and the infonllation it contains. I have audited the Statement in order to
express an opinion 011 it.
The audit has been conducted in accordance with QAO Alulifing SIQmJrmls to provide reasonable
assurance as to whether the financial slatement is free of malerial misstatement. Audit procedures
adopted have included the examination, on a lesl basis. of evidence supporting the amounts and olher
disclosures in the financial statement and the evaluation of accounling policies and significant
accounting estimates. These procedures have been undertaken 10 fonn an opinion as to whether, in all
material respects, the financial statement is presented fairly so as to present a view which is consistent
with my understanding of the results oflhe entity's financial transactions.
The audit opinion expressed in this certificate has been fomled on the above basis.
Audit Opinion
In tcnns of the Agreements dated 10 May 1988 between the Commonwealth and Queensland
Governmenls and the Great Banier Reef Marine Park Authority relating to the management of Ihe Greal
Banier Reef Marine Park, I certify that, in my opinion:
(a) the foregoing Statement of Receipls and Payments for the period I July 1995 to 30 June 1996 is
based on proper accounts and accounting records and is in agreement wilh those accounts and
records; and
(b) the expenditure of moneys is in accordance with the Agreements.
•':>'. -. ~~••~........._~/
B M 1l0LLASON
Auditor-General
,.. 01 A ENEBA;:-'"
-.
10 SEP 1998
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Appendix M Report of the
Auditor-General
Independent Audit Report
To the Minister for the Environment,
Scope
I have audited the financial statem.ents of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (or the
year ended 30 June 1996. The statclnents comprise:
• Statement by Authority Members
• Operating Statement
• Statement of Financial Position
• Statement of Cash Flows, and
• Notes to and forming part of the accollnts
The members of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (trc responsible for the preparation
and presentation of the financial statements and the information contained therein. I have
conducted an independent audit of the financial statements in order to express an opinion on
them to the Minister (or the Environment.
The audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian National Audit Office Auditing
Standards, which incorporate the Australian Auditing Standards, to provide reasonable assurance
as to the whether the financial statements are free of Inat'erial Inisstatement. Audit procedures
included examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in
the financial statements, and the evaluation of accounting policies and significant accounting
estiInates. These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion whether, in an material
respects, the financial statements are presented fairly in accordance with Australian Accounting
Concepts and Standards, other mandatory professional reporting requirements and statutory
requirements so as to present a view which is consistent with Iny understanding of the Authority's
financial position, the results of its operations and its cash nows.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.
.' ~ "
, " :},.:l... ·, , _" .~. .
Audit Opinion
In accordance with section 55 of the Great Barrier Reef Mnril/c Park Act ·1975, Jnow report that the
stCltements are in agreement with the accounts and records of the Authority, and in rny opinion:
(j) the stotements ore bosed on proper occollnts ond records
(iO the stotements show foirly in occordonce with Stotements of Accollnting Concepts,
applicable Accounting Standards, and other mandatory professional reporting requirements
the financiallransactions and results and cash flows for the year ended 30 June 1996 (lnd the
state of affairs of the Authority as at that date
(iii) the receipt, expenditure ond investment of moneys, ond the ocqllisition ond disposol of
assets by the Authority during the year have been in Clccordance with the Greal Barrier Reef
Marine Park Act 1975, and
(iv) the statements are in accordance with the Guidelines for Fillallcin! Statements of COllllllollweaftll
Authorities
Australian National Audit Office
0.5. Lennie
Executive Director
For the Auditor-General
Canberra
23 September 1996
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25 Year Strategic Plan for the Great BfllTier Reef World Heritage Area (see Strategic Plan)
Aboriginol ond Torres Stmit Islonder peoples 5,7,10,13,15,24,27,28,29,37,82
Aboriginal communities 5,28,33,65
Administrative Appeals Tribunal 16,33,40
advertising 84
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Authority funding review (1994) 50
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computing 27
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Financial Statements
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public participation
Public Service Act
Queensland Deparlm.ent of Environment
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